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1. Introduction

1.1 Overview

Since the discovery of picosecond photoconductivity by Jayaraman and Lee in 1972 [1], the combination of microwave and ultra-fast optical technologies has advanced significantly [2,3]. Optoelectronic integrated circuits (OEICs) continue to make impressive strides [4,5], while the development of monolithic microwave integrated circuits (MMICs) [6] has now progressed to the point that MMICs are being placed into both commercial and military systems [7,8]. The integration of these two technologies to perform high-speed microwave systems functions is seen by some to represent the next generation of electronic integrated circuits [9]. In fact, a new integrated circuit device nomenclature for such a technology has been suggested by Simons [10]; Simons refers to these circuits with combined MMIC and OEIC components as optical monolithic microwave integrated circuits (OMMICs).

The advantages of MMICs for microwave systems use are numerous, especially at millimeter-wave (MMW) frequencies, where traditional microwave techniques are impractical. For example, the large-scale integration of microwave subsystems using MMICs allows the MMIC to be placed directly on the antenna substrate, thus reducing the need for intervening connections and thereby reducing system complexity and cost. For less ambitious systems, such as automobile collision avoidance sensors [11], MMICs can provide much higher reliability at a greatly reduced cost, since all components are monolithically integrated onto a single substrate and the problems associated with wiring together discrete components are eliminated.

MMIC fabrication uses the same technology that is used to fabricate high-speed OEICs. For example, aluminum-gallium-arsenide/gallium arsenide (AlGaAs/GaAs) heterostructures are employed to make active microwave devices, such as high-electron mobility transistors (HEMTs) [12–14] and heterostructure bipolar transistors (HBTs) [15]; in OEICs, AlGaAs/GaAs quantum wells are employed to form the active regions of laser diodes, optical waveguides, and photodetectors [16]. Thus, OEIC and MMIC circuit topologies can, in principle, be made together on the same substrate to form very high-speed circuits. Even the basic building block of most MMIC designs, the metal semiconductor field-effect transistor (MESFET), has been controlled optically [17], as has the Gunn diode [18]. This technology has made some modest success in recent years and all indications are that even higher levels of system integration will be achieved in the near future [19].
As further evidence of the microwave potential of optoelectronic devices, laser diodes with relaxation frequencies up to 30 GHz [20], photodetectors with bandwidths on the order of 100 GHz [21], and electro-optic intensity modulators with bandwidths of 6 GHz [22] and even 20 GHz [23], have been reported. Thus, not only can OEICs be fabricated with MMIC devices to form OMMICs, there are inherent advantages (high speed, large bandwidth, light weight, high reliability, infinite isolation, etc) to such an integration that are attractive to the system designer.

However, improvements in MMIC control techniques, especially for systems composed of multiple MMICs, such as phased-array radar, are needed if MMICs are to become commercially viable. This is especially true for MMICs operating in noisy environments where use of an optical control signal can provide more reliable control due to the inherent immunity of optical fibers to rf interference [24]. In addition, MMICs that operate at remote sites from a central station, or that are placed onto surfaces with limited access (such as sensors placed on the skin of aircraft [25]), are difficult to control with all-electrical/microwave signals due to the high signal loss and large size of the control components [26]. Obviously, this is again a situation where optical control of microwave systems has a major advantage over traditional techniques. Now that we have discussed the need to control microwave circuits, and why optical techniques are preferable over traditional methods for certain applications, a review of the various control circuits frequently used is in order.

There are several ways to control microwave circuits. Phase shifters are often applied to shape antenna beam patterns [27], perform interferometry [28], and provide isolation between various microwave ports [29]. All of these are important microwave control functions that are typically performed using all-electronic or microwave techniques [30]. However, there are other techniques that are frequently employed, such as microwave switches [31] and attenuators [32,33].

Although traditional techniques are widely used due to their adequate performance and ease of fabrication or system insertion, they all suffer from one of the aforementioned drawbacks. In particular, with all of these techniques there is little or no isolation between the control signal and the microwave signal to be controlled. This can represent a serious problem for systems where multiple MMICs are to be controlled [34], such as in large (or even modest-sized) phased-array antennas. In such systems the number of radiating elements and, hence, MMICs, can approach tens of thousands [10].
An additional difficulty with all-electronic or microwave control is the routing of the control signal to the MMIC module. This requires either bulky wires, in the case of electrical control signals, or waveguiding components, in the case where microwave signals perform the control function. A third drawback has to do with timing errors, or, more commonly, timing jitter. This is a problem when a high degree of microwave control accuracy is required. All electrical systems can typically provide control with timing jitter in the nanosecond regime; optoelectronic techniques can provide similar control with picosecond jitter [3].

As discussed earlier, MMICs and OEICs are usually fabricated with the same material structure. It therefore seems reasonable that an attenuator for MMIC applications using OEIC techniques is feasible from a fabrication point of view. However, this is only true provided that the attenuator requirements of fast turn-on speed and laser diode activation are met.

1.2 Objectives of the Research

The three principal advantages of the optical control of microwave circuits just discussed were the high degree of isolation, noise immunity, and high-speed control. These three main points formed the basis of this research, namely, to demonstrate an optoelectronic attenuator suitable for controlling MMICs. This attenuator should be controllable with sub-nanosecond precision and provide greater than 30 dB of microwave attenuation. The attenuator must be all solid state (i.e., based on semiconductor components only) to permit eventual MMIC insertion, and must require reasonable optical power levels to achieve well-controlled attenuation levels. In addition, the attenuation must be achieved for time scales on the order of a nanosecond or greater; therefore, attenuation levels that can only be sustained for picosecond time frames are unacceptable (this design consideration helps to reduce the laser power requirement). Therefore, materials with carrier recombination lifetimes on the order of 1 ns or longer were considered.

In addition to development of a suitable attenuation element, either the optical driver (i.e., laser diode) must be developed to do the job, or existing laser diode technology must be assessed and a suitable candidate device selected. Finally, new materials that might greatly improve the performance of the optoelectronic attenuator must be investigated; these new materials might also help reduce the cost of the attenuator by permitting device miniaturization, improving device handling and fabrication, or permitting the optoelectronic attenuator to properly function in harsh environmental conditions,
such as those at remote microwave sites. Any new materials must be adequately characterized, both electronically and optically, so that recommendations for future development can be intelligently made.

Finally, the optoelectronic attenuator must work; while it is important to perform detailed and thorough research, it is eventually the success of this project that will encourage MMIC designers to employ this technique on working MMIC systems.

As a preview of the next section, figure 1 shows the proposed hybrid optoelectronic attenuator. An embedded photoconductive (PC) switch resides within a high-speed microwave transmission line and is the attenuating element. A semiconductor laser diode (LD) is used both to activate the attenuator and to control the attenuation level. Either free-space optics or fiber optics (not shown in figure) may be used to deliver the optical power to the PC switch.

Figure 1. Diagram of proposed hybrid optoelectronic attenuator scheme. $Z_o = Z_L$, which is equal to transmission line characteristic impedance.
2. Microwave Optoelectronic Attenuator Scheme

With the motivation for this research discussed in section 1, we now develop the basis for the optoelectronic attenuator. The advantages of our scheme are as stated previously: high-speed control, a high degree of isolation between the control and microwave signals, and virtually jitter-free operation. In section 2.1 of this report, we present a general review of microwave attenuators, with an emphasis on MMIC attenuator circuits. This is followed by a discussion of how an optically controlled attenuator works.

Attenuators are usually classified in one of two categories: reflective attenuators and absorptive attenuators. This classification is also relevant to the optically controlled attenuator, and we will see that there are two related physical interpretations of how such a device might attenuate a microwave signal. In fact, how we classify the attenuator depends on how we interpret the interaction of the optical and microwave energy; we can postulate that the optoelectronic attenuator might function in either a reflection or an absorption mode. Since either mode of operation may be valid, experiments are necessary to determine the correct interpretation; these experiments are presented in section 4.

Photoconductivity in a semiconductor media is the basis for the optoelectronic attenuator, as well a host of other useful devices, and has been thoroughly studied by Lee [35]. For example, bulk GaAs photoconductive switches can be fabricated with dynamic resistances of less than 1 [36]. Also, the turn-on time of these devices is equal to the rise time of the optical trigger, a laser pulse of suitable power and wavelength.

Simply stated, optical photons impinging on a semiconductor substrate are converted to electron-hole pairs, which in turn constitute an electron-hole (i.e., solid-state) plasma [36]. How this solid-state plasma—which, for both optoelectronic attenuator schemes is generated within the semiconductor substrate of a high-speed PC switch—affects the propagation of a microwave signal is what differentiates the two attenuation schemes.

First, if we view the solid-state plasma/microwave signal interaction from a circuit analysis standpoint, then the plasma is seen as altering the local complex impedance of the microwave transmission line at the spatial location where it is induced. This impedance mismatch will, in turn, alter the propagation of the microwave signal by inducing a partial reflection of the microwave signal back toward the signal source. In addition to this partial reflection, some
energy will be absorbed by the real component of the impedance mismatch (i.e., due to resistive losses). Thus, upon introduction of an optically induced impedance mismatch, the transmission line load experiences a decrease in signal strength, which appears to be an attenuation to the load. For clarity, we will refer to an attenuator that operates in this fashion as a "reflective attenuator," even though a small portion of the microwave power is also absorbed.

We can also view the optically induced plasma/microwave interaction using a more rigorous electromagnetic approach, whereby Maxwell's equations are solved directly. In this case, the physics of the plasma is directly accounted for as a change in the material properties of the microwave media, namely, as a change in the material's conductivity (and hence, permittivity). In this case, the plasma acts to increase the material's loss tangent, which, in turn, acts to absorb the microwave signal. As was the case for the reflective attenuator, there may also be an increase in signal reflection from the lossy media due to any optically induced impedance variations; however, the fraction of power that is reflected is normally much less than that absorbed. Therefore, we refer to the decrease in signal strength resulting from the direct interaction of the solid-state plasma with the microwave signal as an absorptive attenuation mechanism, and to optoelectronic attenuators that operate on this principle as "absorptive attenuators."

In section 5, we describe optoelectronic attenuator experiments and determine the actual attenuation mechanism responsible for the optoelectronic attenuator (which turns out to be absorptive). However, both interpretations had to be explored not only to develop the optoelectronic attenuator, but to properly understand how it works. Therefore, the basis for both schemes is discussed in detail and their respective performances estimated. To put this work into proper perspective, MMIC attenuator techniques are now briefly reviewed and contrasted to optically controlled attenuators.

### 2.1 Optoelectronic Attenuator Motivation

In the introduction to this section, we briefly mentioned two microwave attenuation schemes, whereby the attenuation may be caused by either an absorption of the microwave signal by a solid-state plasma or by a reflection of the microwave signal from an optically induced impedance mismatch. Before we discuss how the optoelectronic attenuator will be implemented, a brief overview of microwave attenuators is in order. Since an excellent review of the relevant MMIC attenuation techniques has been presented by Bahl and
Bhartia [37], we point out the common features of all attenuators and contrast these with the key features of the optoelectronic attenuator.

For a microwave attenuator to be useful to the system designer, it must function with a minimum of reflected power being redirected back to the microwave source. This is important since high levels of reflected power may result in a change of the source characteristics, such as frequency "load pulling" [38], and, in extreme cases, since large reflected power levels may cause damage to the source active element(s). Thus, useful attenuators can provide adequate attenuation sufficient to meet the system application, while minimizing the amount of reflected power seen by the source. This would imply that an absorptive attenuator would be an "ideal" candidate for all MMIC applications, especially for low-level signal operation. However, attenuation of high-level signals can pose difficulties due to thermal heating in the absorptive attenuator which, in turn, alters its characteristic impedance and thus increases the reflected power back toward the source.

In principle, any arbitrary impedance may be matched to another if an impedance transformer, which is ideally many wavelengths long [39], is used. Thus, as the attenuation in an absorptive attenuator increases, the impedance may also change and a matching network might be used to minimize reflections. However, even if the wavelength of the microwave signal in the transmission line is in the millimeter-wave range, this still implies that rather long matching networks may be necessary. Therefore, absorptive attenuators, and especially those relying on impedance matching networks to reduce power reflections, are less desirable for MMIC integration due to the limited amount of MMIC real estate. In addition, absorptive attenuators dissipate considerable microwave power, and the need to dissipate the resulting thermal energy away from temperature-sensitive active devices is obvious.

Reflective attenuators, such as the type discussed by Weber [40], can be used to circumvent these problems; with these, the reflected microwave power is redirected to a matched load with the aid of a non-reciprocal transmission line element, such as a circulator [41] or transmit and receive (T/R) module [42]. Thus, the matched load can be either off-chip or on-chip at a convenient location that is far away from any temperature-sensitive components. However, the principal disadvantage of this approach is the need for a microwave circulator (or T/R switch), which is normally comprised of a three-port (or higher order) transmission line structure and a non-reciprocal element, typically a ferrite resonator, which permits power flow in
only one direction (either from port 1 to port 2, or port 2 to port 3, etc). Although considerable progress has been made recently to synthesize circulators using active elements for MMICs [42], these devices do not have sufficient isolation to prevent some of the reflected power from reaching the microwave source. For some low-power applications, this is acceptable, but for high-power applications, this non-ideal performance is cause for concern.

Simply stated, for low-power applications where microwave signals are to be attenuated, use of existing attenuator schemes (either absorptive or reflective) is acceptable. However, when high-power levels are involved, such as with high-power radars and sensors [43], these traditional approaches have serious drawbacks. More importantly, they cannot be activated remotely without significant control timing jitter; thus, their suitability for simultaneous control of multiple microwave circuits is in question. Although other optical control schemes have proven their relative worth for some applications [17,18,34], these are all fairly complicated schemes that require either additional device fabrication steps or specialized device topologies. In addition, these techniques may be slow, implying that high-speed control may not be possible [44].

Since every microwave system—in fact, every MMIC—contains transmission lines, controlling the relative attenuation by optical injection of a solid-state plasma within these pre-existing transmission lines appears to be a convenient technique. The optical power levels that are required to achieve useful attenuation values are below the threshold levels for non-linear fiber-optic effects [45]. (We see in sect. 5.4 that less than 150 mW of laser power results in 45 dB of attenuation at 1.7 GHz.) Therefore, a single laser source can be used to optically control the attenuation of multiple MMIC transmission lines using standard fiber-optic techniques. Therefore, the control signal “timing error” associated with this approach is equal to the error in cleaving the individual fibers to the correct length, and to differences in the thermal expansion of the individual fibers. Since both of these errors in timing can be on the order of a few picoseconds (a 1-cm discrepancy in fiber length yields a 33-ps timing error), timing errors of less than a few picoseconds are easy to achieve. Now that we have explained the motivation for developing an optoelectronic attenuator, we discuss in further detail the two possible optoelectronic attenuator schemes mentioned earlier, starting with the reflective attenuator scheme.
2.2 Reflective Optoelectronic Attenuator Scheme

The reflective attenuator scheme is based on the fundamental electromagnetic circuit principle of partial wave reflection from an impedance discontinuity. If a microwave signal is propagating on a transmission line of characteristic impedance $Z_0$, and encounters a different characteristic impedance $Z$, where $Z = Z_0 \pm \Delta Z$, and $\Delta Z$ is the deviation in impedance from $Z_0$, the microwave signal will be partially reflected by, and absorbed in, this transmission line discontinuity. The voltage reflection coefficient, $\Gamma$, may be used to represent this situation and is defined as

$$\Gamma = \frac{Z - Z_0}{Z + Z_0}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

Therefore, if $Z = Z_0$, then $\Gamma = 0$ and there is no voltage (i.e., signal) reflection. When $Z = 0$ (i.e., short-circuited transmission line case) then $\Gamma = -1$, implying that the voltage traveling wave is reflected with a 180° phase shift (note that for the current traveling wave, $\Gamma = +1$, and no phase shift is incurred). If $\Gamma$ is between these two extremes, such as when $Z \neq Z_0$, then a fraction of the microwave signal will also be absorbed due to the real (i.e., resistive) component of the complex discontinuity impedance, $Z$, where $Z = [(R + j\omega L)/(G + j\omega C)]^{1/2}$, and $R$, $L$, $G$, and $C$ are the transmission line distributed resistance, inductance, conductance, and capacitance, respectively. Thus, from the point of view of the transmission line load, the microwave signal amplitude has decreased due to the partial reflection and, hence, an effective attenuation has been realized. For clarity, we refer to this attenuation scheme as a “reflective attenuator,” even though a small fraction of the microwave signal is also absorbed. Later we see that for the reflective attenuator scheme to work well, a majority of the signal must be reflected, thus further justifying our choice of this terminology.

We constructed the reflective optoelectronic attenuator by fabricating a microwave transmission line on a PC substrate. PC materials convert light (i.e., photons) into electrical charge (i.e., electron-hole pairs). We refer to this photo-induced charge as an electron-hole, or solid-state, plasma. The induced plasma density $N_e$ alters the material’s conductivity $\sigma$, since $\sigma$ is proportional to $N_e$ by the simple relation $\sigma = e\mu N_e$, where $e$ is the electronic charge and $\mu$ is the sum of the electron and hole mobilities. Thus, illumination of the PC substrate with the appropriate light source alters the substrate conductivity at the illumination point, which in turn alters the electrical resistance of the photoconductor at this spatial location. Since this is the substrate of a planar microwave transmission line, this resistance
change alters the local characteristic impedance of the transmission line at the point of illumination. Therefore a shunt resistance change is induced at the point of illumination, and the laser beam power and profile can be used to accurately control this localized impedance change.

Thus, all that is required to turn on the reflective attenuator is to create the photo-induced solid-state plasma between the center conductor and ground plane of the high-speed transmission line. Two of the most commonly used PC materials are silicon (Si) and GaAs (the development of high-speed PC switches using these materials is outlined in sect. 4). Bulk GaAs PC switches can be fabricated with off-state (i.e., dark) resistances on the order of a few megaohms, with dynamic on-state resistance values of less than 1 Ω [35]. For these devices, the turn-on time is equal to the rise time of the optical trigger, namely, a laser pulse of suitable power and wavelength. Recent work on high-speed LDs indicates that these devices can be modulated well beyond 10 GHz [46] and could thus serve as the high-speed trigger mechanism for the reflective attenuator. Therefore, it seems plausible that a reflective optoelectronic attenuator can be suitably constructed.

The basic concept for the reflective attenuator is illustrated in figure 2. Here we show ideal transmission line and lumped circuit elements. In the reflective attenuator off-state, a microwave signal propagates down the transmission line and is absorbed by the matched load, \( Z_L \), where \( Z_L = Z_0 \) (\( Z_0 \) is the transmission line characteristic impedance). When the microwave signal is to be attenuated, a trigger signal is sent to the LD. The LD, responding in tens of picoseconds to the trigger signal [47], activates the embedded PC switch, which then changes the shunt impedance of the transmission line at the point of LD illumination. Since the value of shunt on-state resistance, \( R_{\text{on}} \), is proportional to the LD peak output power and beam profile, the degree of microwave attenuation can be accurately controlled. In the limit that the shunt impedance goes to zero, all the microwave power is reflected back to the source with no absorption taking place in the shunt impedance. The switch conducts for a time equal to the laser pulsewidth, and opens in a time equal to the PC carrier recombination lifetime, \( \tau_c \) [46]. Hence, the photo-induced shunt impedance will be maintained for at least the duration of the laser pulse, and therefore is fully controllable.

The reflective attenuator performance can be predicted using standard transmission-line theory. The most straightforward approach is to use two-port theory, and therefore \( ABCD \) matrices, to model this circuit. Assume that a variable resistance is placed in shunt across an
ideal loss-less transmission line, as shown in figure 3. We can now calculate the resulting attenuation at port 2 induced by this shunt resistance from elementary transmission-line theory. The characteristic equations for this (and any general) two-port network are

\[
\begin{align*}
   v_1 &= A \cdot v_2 + B \cdot i_2 \\
   i_1 &= C \cdot v_2 + D \cdot i_2 
\end{align*}
\]

(2)

Therefore, once the \(ABCD\) matrix elements are known for each of the components in the two-port network, the overall transfer function of the network can be determined. The \(ABCD\) matrix of a shunt admittance, \(Y\), is easily calculated and yields \(A = 1, B = 0, C = Y,\) and \(D = 0,\) where the shunt admittance is the reciprocal of the shunt on-state resistance, \(Y = 1/R_{on}\). The corresponding \(ABCD\) matrix elements of a loss-less transmission line of length \(l\) are \(A = \cos \theta, B = jZ_o \sin \theta, C = jY_o \sin \theta,\) and \(D = \cos \theta,\) where \(\theta = 2\pi l / \lambda\) is the electrical length of the loss-less transmission line and \(\lambda\) is the wavelength of the propagating mode.

![Figure 2. Hybrid reflective optoelectronic attenuator schematic, detailing all principal attenuator components: \(Z_o = Z_L = 50\ \Omega, S_{21} = 20\log_{10}(v_f/v_i)\).](image)

![Figure 3. Two-port model of loss-less transmission line with embedded shunt resistance, \(R_{on} = 1/Y\). Two-port boundary is denoted by dashed box.](image)
For the reflective optoelectronic attenuator model, we assume a purely resistive shunt resistance, denoted by $R_{on}$. Assuming a 50-$\Omega$ transmission system, the microwave scattering parameters for the circuit shown in figure 3, for which the $ABCD$ matrix elements were just described, can be computed as follows [39].

The voltage reflection coefficient, $\Gamma$, is defined as $\Gamma \equiv \frac{v_r}{v_i}$, where $v_r$ and $v_i$ are the reflected and incident voltages, respectively. $S_{11}$, the scattering coefficient that describes the amount of voltage reflected from a given microwave circuit element, is defined as $S_{11} \equiv \Gamma$.

The insertion loss in a microwave circuit is usually represented by the voltage scattering coefficient element $S_{21}$, which is the ratio of the voltage at port 2 to port 1 (hence the subscript “21”). More precisely, when $\Gamma_{load} = 0$, $S_{21} \equiv \frac{v_t}{v_i}$, where $v_t$ and $v_i$ are the two-port through (i.e., output) and incident voltages, respectively. We can represent $S_{21}$ in terms of power, in decibels, and therefore define the attenuation in the two-port network as

$$S_{21}(\text{dB}) = 20\log_{10} \left( \frac{v_t}{v_i} \right).$$  (3)

Now all that needs to be done is to derive $S_{21}$ in terms of the $ABCD$ matrix for a shunt element embedded in a loss-less transmission line; then we can calculate the expected circuit attenuation for a given shunt resistance, $R_{on}$. This is a simple exercise, and the result is $S_{21} = 2/(2 + Z_0 Y)$ [39]; therefore, $S_{21}$ for the reflective attenuator is

$$S_{21}(\text{dB}) = 20\log_{10} \left( \frac{2}{2 + Z_0 Y} \right),$$  (4)

where $Y = 1/R_{on}$, and $R_{on}$ is the PC switch on-state resistance.

For reference, $|S_{21}|$ is plotted versus $R_{on}$ in figure 4. Clearly, $R_{on} = 3$ $\Omega$ should result in an attenuation of $\approx 20$ dB; this “20-dB design goal” is indicated in the figure by the dashed lines. We therefore see from this prediction what is required for the reflective attenuator to reach the 20-dB design goal: $R_{on} = 3$ $\Omega$. In section 4 we discuss a detailed series of experiments using a high-speed GaAs PC switch to determine if an LD can reduce the shunt resistance of a GaAs high-speed PC switch from $\approx 1$ $\text{M}\Omega$ to $\approx 3$ $\Omega$. 
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2.3 Absorptive Optoelectronic Attenuator Scheme

As mentioned at the beginning of this section, the attenuation mechanism for the optoelectronic attenuator may be due to plasma absorption in the microwave PC switch. The basic principles behind this mode of attenuation have been studied rather extensively in the literature [36,48]. In this section we explore the physics behind this mode of operation and, as for the reflective attenuator in figure 4, we estimate the performance one can expect from the absorptive optoelectronic attenuator scheme.

If we assume that a TEM (transverse electromagnetic) wave is propagating through a dielectric medium of permittivity, $\varepsilon_b$, where $b$ indicates that the permittivity is due to bound electrical charges (i.e., electrons and holes for a semiconductor), the introduction of additional charge into the semiconductor will alter the material's dielectric properties. Hence, a correct expression for the effective permittivity, $\varepsilon$, due to the contribution of both bound charges, $\varepsilon_{br}$ and free charges in the solid-state plasma, $\varepsilon_{fr}$, must be derived. An excellent treatment of the classic problem of TEM wave propagation through lossy metals is presented by Ramo et al [48] and, since the present situation (i.e., wave propagation through a lossy dielectric) is analogous to this treatment, it suffices to cover only the important features of this theory in this section.

The present situation is shown in figure 5. We see that a TEM wave is incident on a dielectric slab of finite conductivity, $\sigma$, where the most general case of a complex conductivity is considered; $\sigma = \sigma' - j\sigma''$. Since the effective permittivity, $\varepsilon$, is related to $\sigma$ by Ohm's Law

\[\sigma = \frac{1}{\varepsilon f_0}\]

where $f_0$ is the frequency of operation.
(σ = jωε), it, too, is complex. We first discuss TEM wave propagation through a simple linear isotropic dielectric media of permittivity ε.

Assuming that the TEM wave is time-harmonic, we can immediately write down the following relations for the TEM wave:

\[
E = E_x e^{j\mathbf{k} \cdot \mathbf{x}}, \quad H = H_y e^{j\mathbf{k} \cdot \mathbf{y}}, \quad \text{and} \quad jk = (\alpha + j\beta) z,
\]

where \( E_x \) and \( H_y \) are the electric and magnetic field vector amplitudes, respectively, \( k \) is the complex propagation constant (also a vector quantity, as denoted by the bold type face), and \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \) are the propagation constant in radians per meter and attenuation coefficient in nepers per meter, respectively. Substitution of \( k \) into the harmonic field equations of equation (5) yields, for example, \( E = E_x \exp(-\alpha z - j\beta z) \), where clearly the wave experiences an attenuation due to the decaying exponential factor \( \exp(-\alpha z) \), and propagates harmonically as \( \exp(-j\beta z) \).

This is the case for most simple lossy dielectric media. We see later in this report that for lossy dielectrics, such as a solid-state plasma in a typical semiconductor, some interesting effects occur. To model the solid-state plasma, we start by describing the motion of an electron in the semiconductor material. The well-known equation of motion for the electron is as follows:

\[
m^* \frac{\partial v}{\partial t} = -eE - m^* v v,
\]

where \( m^* \) is the effective electron mass in the semiconductor, which is 1.08\( m_0 \) for silicon [49], where \( m_0 \) is the electron rest mass (9.1 x 10^{-31} \text{ kg}), \( v \) is the electron drift velocity due to applied electric field \( E \), \( e \) is the electron charge (1.6 x 10^{-19} \text{ C})

sion frequency in the plasma (essentially, the electron motion is harmonic with \( E \) except for the damping term \( m^* \nu \)).

Using equations (5) and (6), and Maxwell's equations, we derive the contribution of the solid-state plasma to the overall semiconductor permittivity. From equation (6), the electron velocity \( \nu \) can be determined if we assume that the velocity is time harmonic (i.e., \( \exp(-j\omega t) \) dependence):

\[
v = \frac{-eE}{m^* (\nu + j\omega)} .
\]  

(7)

Since the current flow associated with this electron motion is primarily due to conduction current, then \( J = eN_e \nu \), where a new term, \( N_e \), has been introduced to describe the solid-state plasma electron density, where the units of \( N_e \) are cm\(^{-3}\). Substitution of equation (7) into \( J \) yields

\[
J = \frac{N_e^2 E}{m^* (\nu + j\omega)} = \sigma E ,
\]

(8)

where we see that the conductivity, \( \sigma \), is indeed complex. Substitution of equation (8) into Maxwell's equations gives

\[
\nabla \times \mathbf{H} = \frac{N_e^2 E}{m^* (\nu + j\omega)} + \varepsilon \frac{\partial E}{\partial t} .
\]

(9)

From equation (9), we can now derive the effective permittivity of a semiconductor containing a solid-state plasma. For a time-harmonic TEM wave, manipulation of equation (9) directly results in the well-known complex permittivity of a lossy dielectric media:

\[
\varepsilon' = \varepsilon \left[ 1 - \frac{\omega_p^2}{\nu^2 + \omega^2} \right] ,
\]

\[
\varepsilon'' = \varepsilon \frac{\omega_p^2 \nu}{\omega (\nu^2 + \omega^2)} ,
\]

(10)

where \( \varepsilon = \varepsilon' - j\varepsilon'' \) and a new term, \( \omega_p \), the plasma frequency, has been introduced; \( \omega_p^2 = N_e e^2 / (m^* \varepsilon_0) \). The general form of the complex propagation constant is \( \beta = \alpha + j\beta \), where \( k^2 = \omega^2 \mu (\varepsilon' - j\varepsilon'') \), \( \mu = \mu_0 = 4\pi \times 10^{-7} \) H/m is the permeability of free space, and \( c = (\mu_0 \varepsilon_0)^{-1/2} \) is the speed of light in vacuum. Therefore the propagation constant,
which describes the propagation of an electromagnetic wave through a solid-state plasma, is

\[
k = \omega \sqrt{\mu \varepsilon_0} \left[ \sqrt{1 - \left( \frac{\omega_p^2}{\sigma^2 + \omega^2} \right)} - j \left( \frac{\omega^2 \sigma^2}{\omega (\sigma^2 + \omega^2)} \right) \right].
\]

There are many types of plasmas [50], therefore, the limits of equation (11) are of interest to us since this will simplify the analysis considerably. For a solid-state plasma, we can assume that the collision frequency \( v = v_{th} / l_c \), where \( v_{th} = 10^7 \) cm/s is the thermal carrier velocity and \( l_c = 100 \) Å is the thermal mean-free scattering length, respectively. \( \varepsilon_r = \varepsilon_0 \), which is the permittivity of free space. Since \( jk = \alpha + j\beta \), \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \) can now be written using equation (11)

\[
\alpha = \omega \sqrt{\frac{\mu \varepsilon'}{2}} \sqrt{1 + \left( \frac{\varepsilon'\varepsilon''}{\varepsilon'} \right)^2} - 1
\]

\[
\beta = \omega \sqrt{\frac{\mu \varepsilon'}{2}} \sqrt{1 + \left( \frac{\varepsilon'\varepsilon''}{\varepsilon'} \right)^2} + 1
\]

where \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \) are the electromagnetic wave attenuation and propagation coefficients within the solid-state plasma, respectively. \( \alpha \) represents the total losses experienced by the propagating electromagnetic wave [48] and, for the case of the solid-state plasma, we assume that the dominant loss mechanism is plasma absorption.

Using equation (10) to describe the solid-state plasma permittivity and equation (12) to describe the wave propagation, we can estimate the power loss experienced by the wave within the solid-state plasma. Using the Poynting vector, \( S = E \times H \), to compute the actual power loss through the plasma, we find that \( S = E_r^2 / 2\eta_r \exp(-2\alpha z) \), where \( \eta_r = (\mu_r / \varepsilon_r)^{-1/2} \) is the characteristic impedance of the medium. Thus, for a propagation length of \( z = 1 \) cm, the wave is attenuated by an amount equal to the exponential factor \( \exp(-2\alpha z) \). Expressing the power loss in terms of the microwave scattering parameters, \( S_{ij} \), where \( i \) and \( j \) refer to the measurement port for a two-port network as described in the last section, the attenuation from port 1 to port 2, per centimeter, is given by

\[
S_{21}(\text{dB/cm}) = 10 \log_{10} \left\{ \exp \left[ \omega \sqrt{\frac{\mu \varepsilon'}{2}} \sqrt{1 + \left( \frac{\varepsilon'\varepsilon''}{\varepsilon'} \right)^2} - 1 \right] \right\}.
\]
We can now plot the anticipated attenuation of the microwave signal propagating through the absorptive optoelectronic attenuator as a function of the plasma density, $N_e$ (and hence as a function of the plasma frequency, $\omega_p$); this result is shown in figure 6 for the design frequency, $f = 3$ GHz ($\omega = 2\pi f$). Note that attenuation values of 20 dB are predicted for plasma densities on the order of $9 \times 10^{16}$ cm$^{-2}$.

Plasma densities of this magnitude are readily achievable using optical illumination with laser diodes [35], and a simple analysis can be employed to predict the required laser peak power to achieve the attenuation values shown in figure 6. This analysis is straightforward and is basically a matter of counting the number of photons absorbed by a 1-cm-thick semiconductor slab and estimating the percentage converted into electron-hole pairs:

$$P_{LD} = \frac{N_e \cdot h\nu \cdot A_{\text{spot}}}{\eta (1 - R) \cdot \tau_e},$$

(14)

where $P_{LD}$ and $A_{\text{spot}}$ are the required laser diode peak power and spot size, respectively, $R$ is the reflectivity of the laser beam at the semiconductor surface, $\eta$ is the internal quantum efficiency of the material [51], which is an estimate of the conversion efficiency of absorbed photons into electron-hole pairs, $h\nu$ is the photon energy, and $\tau_e$ is the PC carrier recombination lifetime of the photo-induced carriers.

For silicon, $R$ is approximately 0.3. Assuming $A_{\text{spot}} = 10 \times 100$ μm and $\eta = 0.1$, which is reasonable for an indirect band-gap material [52]; the laser power required to induce the attenuation values of figure 6 was computed and is shown in figure 7.

The analysis described in this section predicts attenuation values of $\approx 20$ dB for plasma densities that are on the order of $9 \times 10^{16}$ cm$^{-3}$.
and it has been shown that the predicted LD power requirement of 750 mW to achieve these values is reasonable. It should be noted that for a plasma density of $10^{15}$ cm$^{-3}$, the corresponding plasma frequency is $1.8 \times 10^{13}$ rad/s (or $f_p = 2.86$ THz). The design frequency is 3 GHz; thus the necessary condition for plasma absorption ($\omega_p \geq \omega$) is met [48].

2.4 Summary

We have presented the basis for two hybrid optoelectronic attenuator schemes. Two optically induced absorption mechanisms, a reflection from an impedance discontinuity and an absorption in a solid-state plasma, have been presented, as well as the projected performance from each scheme. It was observed that the reflective attenuator predicts 20 dB of attenuation for an optically induced shunt resistance in the microwave transmission line of 3 $\Omega$. The absorptive attenuator prediction is that 20 dB/cm of attenuation can be achieved for plasma densities of approximately $10^{17}$ cm$^{-3}$, and that the anticipated LD power requirement for such a plasma density is approximately 750 mW.

We have contrasted optically controlled microwave devices with all-electrical versions, and have pointed out the situations where optical control is preferable. In order for the optoelectronic attenuator to be realized, laser diode sources must not only be available to provide the necessary output power, but must be capable of high-speed modulation so that the optoelectronic attenuator can provide high-speed microwave control.
Since the laser diode is therefore a critical element to both optoelectronic attenuator schemes, considerable research was performed to ensure that a suitable laser was available for this application. The laser diode research and development conducted as part of this work is presented in the next section.
3. Laser Diode Development

Implementation of the optically controlled attenuator requires that two principal semiconductor devices be developed. One is the high-speed PC switch, which is the attenuating element. The other is the semiconductor LD, which is the control device for the attenuator. In the ideal situation, a single LD would emit sufficient optical power to create an electron-hole plasma within the high-speed PC switch to attenuate propagating microwave signals. In addition, the laser output would have sufficient optical power to achieve the attenuation values that meet the microwave system design specifications. Lastly, the LD would be easy to turn on and would require a low level of input electrical power to operate.

Much work has been done to develop high-speed LDs for the telecommunications industry [53]. Some of these devices consist of two LD contact regions—the first provides gain, while the second is reverse biased and modulated with the information signal [54,55]. To date, gigahertz data rates have been achieved with this approach [56], indicating that sub-nanosecond LD turn-on times are feasible. However, these are typically low-power devices (≈100 mW), which are made by the formation of an optical ridge waveguide on the LD surface; this waveguide decreases the modulator section capacitance (by reducing the contact area), thus achieving high-speed performance (the ridge mainly serves as a light-confining region to ensure single-mode laser operation).

Conversely, very-high-power LDs have been developed (in the laboratory at the University of Maryland and by others), that use a “broad-area” LD geometry. For example, we have measured peak optical powers in excess of 1 W at $\lambda = 840$ nm. In addition, we have Q-switched two-section broad-area LDs with estimated peak powers of greater than 6 W and pulsewidths of <30 ps [57].

In section 4 we discuss in detail the relationship between the PC switch material and the corresponding LD emission wavelength. The band-gap energy is 1.1 eV for Si and 1.41 eV for GaAs, corresponding to characteristic wavelengths, $\lambda$, of 1.13 and 0.88 μm, respectively. Thus, GaAs/AlGaAs LDs with $\lambda$ as low as 780 nm should allow intrinsic photon absorption to occur at the surface of an Si PC switch. For the GaAs PC switch, the LD wavelength must be tailored to meet the intrinsic absorption condition; fortunately, this can be accomplished with standard LD quantum-well design techniques.
In summary, the critical LD parameters for proper operation of the microwave attenuator are the following: (1) \( \lambda \) must be matched for both Si and GaAs attenuators, (2) the optical intensity must be sufficient to achieve useful plasma densities, and (3) turn-on times must be at sub-nanosecond speeds so that high modulation rates can be achieved. These requirements are quite stringent and may not be fully realizable with traditional LD triggering schemes. As a consequence, several LD schemes were studied and are presented in this section. Before discussing the various LD types, a brief description of the physics of both multi-section and quantum-well lasers is presented. Then several LD implementation schemes are discussed. Finally, research undertaken to improve the overall efficiency of high-power broad-area LDs is presented: a 37-percent increase in laser diode efficiency has been demonstrated.

3.1 Multi-Section Quantum-Well Laser Diodes

During this research, several types of edge-coupled, Fabry-Perot, quantum-well laser diodes were developed for the optoelectronic attenuator because of their relatively high quantum efficiency [58] and ease of fabrication. Since excellent treatments of the various types of LDs are available in the literature [59,60], only the basic structure of quantum-well lasers is discussed here.

The basic LD structure consists of a p-n junction, a Fabry Perot cavity that is formed by cleaving the semiconductor crystal and ohmic contacts, which are necessary for electrical connection. LDs are current-controlled devices that may be operated in either a continuous wave (cw) or pulsed mode, where thermal dissipation dictates the possible mode of operation. Sandwiched between the p-n junction is the active layer, where the recombination of electrons and holes results in the generation of photons. The active region may be composed of either a single quantum well (SQW) or multiple quantum well (MQW) structure. The material surrounding the active region serves as an optical waveguide, and this waveguide can consist of either a graded index region or an abrupt index region, known respectively as GRINSCH (graded-index separate confined heterostructure) or STINSCH (step-index separate confined heterostructure) optical structures.

Figure 8 is a schematic diagram of the gain medium of a GRINSCH SQW laser structure used to fabricate LDs during this research. Table 1 lists the actual material profile of this GRINSCH LD structure, and indicates for each layer the corresponding thickness, molar fraction of Al present, and purpose. In this case, the active region consists of a 100-Å-wide SQW, and the optical intensity is guided by
Figure 8. GRINSCH LD device material structure. Active area is SQW 80 to 100 Å wide. Al concentration (x) and layer thicknesses are shown in table 1.

Table 1. MBE 330 SQW GRINSCH laser structure.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Layer</th>
<th>Thickness (Å)</th>
<th>Composition AlₓGa₁₋ₓAs</th>
<th>Graded x₁₋₂</th>
<th>Doping¹</th>
<th>Concentration (x₁₀¹⁷ cm⁻³)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Contact</td>
<td>2,000</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>Be</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grade</td>
<td>1,500</td>
<td>0.0—0.7</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>Be</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clad-p</td>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>Be</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grin-p</td>
<td>1,500</td>
<td>0.7—0.3</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q-Well</td>
<td>80—100</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grin-n</td>
<td>1,500</td>
<td>0.3—0.7</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clad-n</td>
<td>8,000</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>Si</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transition</td>
<td>1,500</td>
<td>0.0—0.7</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>Si</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buffer</td>
<td>2,000</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>Si</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Substrate</td>
<td>&gt;100 μm</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>Si</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

¹ n-type dopant = Si; p-type dopant = Be.

the AlGaAs cladding layers, as shown. An MQW laser typically differs from the SQW laser shown in figure 8 in that the SQW active region is replaced with an MQW. Otherwise, a GRINSCH MQW laser is identical to the SQW structure shown in figure 8. The basic physics of both SQW and MQW structures are well treated in the literature [59,61], with an excellent comparison between the two types given in figure 9 [61]. Basically, the difference between the two types of quantum-well lasers can be summarized with the following three approximate relations [61]:

\[ g_{MQW} \equiv N \cdot g_{SQW} \]  \hfill (15)

\[ f \propto \sqrt{\alpha \cdot \frac{P_o}{P_p}} \]  \hfill (16)
Figure 9. LD performance as function of quantum well number, \( N \), from Arakawa and Yariv [61]. Modal gain, \( \alpha \), versus current density, \( J \), for quantum well \( L_z = 100 \text{ Å} \) wide.

\[
J_{th, MQW} \equiv N \cdot J_{th, SQW},
\]

where \( g_{SQW} \) and \( g_{MQW} \) are the SQW and MQW modal gains, respectively. \( f_r \) is the relaxation oscillation frequency, \( \alpha \) is the differential gain \( = \partial g / \partial n \) (where \( n \) is the carrier density in the laser active region), \( P_0 \) is the photon density, and \( \tau_p \) is the photon lifetime. \( J_{th, MQW} \) and \( J_{th, SQW} \) are the threshold current densities for the MQW and SQW lasers, respectively, and \( N \) is the number of wells.

Note that equation (15) shows that MQW lasers can operate with gain factors that are approximately \( N \) times that of a similar SQW device, which is evident in figure 9; for \( N = 5 \) and a current density \( J \) of 500 A/cm\(^2\), we see that the modal gain of this MQW is approximately 68 percent greater than for the SQW \( (N = 1) \) case. Equation (16) indicates that \( f_r \) is maximized when the differential gain \( \alpha \) is maximum; this is important for applications requiring short pulsewidths and is an instance of an MQW structure being preferable to an SQW structure. The penalty one pays for using an MQW LD is shown in equation (17) and again evident in figure 9; the MQW \( (N = 5) \) threshold current density is five times greater than that for a comparable SQW \( (N = 1) \) device. Thus, to realize the 68-percent modal gain increase of a five-well MQW LD, one must tolerate a fivefold increase in the threshold current density over an SQW LD.

Thus, the basic difference between SQW and MQW LDs is simple: for high-power and high-speed applications, MQW devices are preferred, and the penalty one pays for such a choice is a higher threshold current. During this research project we used both types of gain media to ensure that the optimum LD would be available for the optoelectronic attenuator experiments (discussed in sect. 5).
In addition to the choice of gain media, there is a choice of LD contact geometries for discrete devices: ridge waveguide and broad-area types are commonly used (shown in fig. 10). The essential difference between the two device geometries is as follows. In the ridge waveguide laser, a mesa is formed on the p-side of the wafer by etching a ridge, typically 0.7 μm deep and 5 to 10 μm wide. This ridge provides an index-guiding structure in the lateral direction; with proper design, only a single lateral mode can be supported in such a structure. The ridge also reduces the electrical capacitance of the contact to permit high-speed modulation. Unfortunately, since the LD gain volume is also reduced, this limits the amount of laser power from these devices. On the other hand, because broad-area lasers have a wide-stripe geometry (typically ≥50 μm), they can emit higher powers because of their relatively large gain volumes. However, multiple lateral modes result from the broad-stripe contact geometry, so that these lasers are of little interest to the communications industry (besides the highly astigmatic output beam, broad-area lasers lack modal purity for wavelength division multiplexing applications). Thus, ridge waveguide lasers are most useful for

**Figure 10.** LD device fabricated using material structure of figure 8: (a) Broad-area structure. Broad-area stripe width, \( W \), is as indicated. (b) Ridge-waveguide structure. Ridge width, \( W \), is as indicated (typically 5 to 10 μm). Note that the ridge has been etched ~0.7 μm into the cladding layer.
applications such as fiber-optic communications; but if high optical power levels are required, broad-area lasers are most useful.

Since our application requires high power levels and does not depend on modal purity for its operation, we chose to investigate broad-area lasers. Single discrete broad-area LDs were fabricated in our laboratory with pulsed output powers in excess of 1 W (for drive currents of 10 to 12 A). The device contact geometry can be segmented in such a way as to offset the higher capacitance associated with the broad contact geometry. In this case, the broad-area contact is divided into smaller sections that are electrically isolated. To illustrate, a two-section device is shown in figure 11. In this case, the gain section is electrically driven in the same way as a single-section device. However, if the second section is reverse biased with a dc voltage, then this section acts as a saturable absorber, which can be used to rapidly modulate the laser diode output. If a modulation signal is applied to the absorber section, it bleaches this section and leads to a modulated output (we show in sect. 3.3 that we can use this approach to Q-switch these devices). It is theoretically possible to achieve gigahertz modulation rates with this two-section LD scheme [54,62].

Using a numerical simulation code developed by Thedrez and Yang in the laboratory at the University of Maryland [57,58,63], we can predict the theoretical $L/I$ curve for this type of device, as shown in figure 12. For this simulation, the stripe width was 300 µm, with modulator and overall device lengths of 200 µm and 1 mm, respectively. The modulator bias is 0, −4, and −8 V, as shown. Notice that increasing the second section bias simply shifts the $L/I$ curve to higher current values (i.e., the threshold current is increased). This is caused by the increased intracavity loss introduced by the reverse bias on the second section. In the next section we show that this is an
Figure 12. Theoretical two-section LD $L/I$ curve.

accurate prediction of the measured performance of a two-section device of the same dimensions.

3.2 Laser Diode Design, Fabrication, and Performance

In support of the optically controlled attenuator project, many LDs were fabricated and tested at the University of Maryland. The material was grown at the Laboratory for Physical Sciences (LPS) under the Joint Program for Advanced Electronic Materials. Both SQW and MQW lasers, of the broad-area and ridge waveguide geometry types, were fabricated. In addition, one-, two-, and three-section devices were investigated, with the two-section broad-area LD used as the primary research tool for the photoconductive switching experiments discussed in later sections. Figure 13 is a photograph showing a cleaved broad-area LD bar. The stripe is 150 $\mu$m wide and the bar was cleaved to achieve a cavity length of 450 $\mu$m. Figure 14 is a photograph of a cleaved bar of laser devices showing two ridge waveguide devices; the device on the left is a three-section device, and the one on the right is a one-section device.

A typical optical power versus drive current plot ("$L/I$ curve") is shown in figure 15 for a one-section SQW broad-area LD. The device was cleaved to form a 1-mm-long Fabry-Perot cavity with a contact width of 500 $\mu$m. Figure 16 shows the spectral output of this device; its spectral peak is at 879.5 nm with a full-width half-maximum (FWHM) linewidth of less than 1 nm.

To achieve high-speed attenuator trigger rates, the modulation capabilities of a two-section device were assessed. Figure 17 shows the $L/I$ curve of a two-section device as a function of the applied reverse
Figure 13. Cleaved bar showing four 150-μm-stripe one-section broad-area LDs.

Figure 14. Cleaved bar showing two ridge-waveguide LDs: three-section device (left) and one-section device (right).

Figure 15. One-section 500-μm broad-area pulsed $I/I$ curve. LD operation is in pulsed mode.
bias on the absorber section. The stripe width is 300 µm with a 200-µm absorber section length. The overall device length is 1 mm. Because of the quantum-confined Stark effect [64], an increase of the modulator section voltage results in an increase in the device threshold current while the slope of the \( L/I \) curve is unaffected [65]. The amount of optical power that can be modulated (assuming a 100-percent modulation depth) is evident from figure 17: for a current of 3 A, the modulated optical output for \( V_2 = -8 \) V is approximately 200 mW.

To investigate the turn-on speed of the two-section LD, we performed a simple timing experiment. The current pulse used to bias the gain section was synchronized with a shorter pulse, which can be used to forward-bias the otherwise reverse-biased second section. We then measured the time delay between the pulse used to
forward-bias the second section and the LD optical output pulse. With this scheme we measured a time delay of less than 500 ps, which indicates that two-section broad-area LDs can have sub-nanosecond turn-on times.

The near-field image of a 150-μm broad-area laser output is shown in figure 18. Note that there are many lateral spatial modes evident in this image, as is expected from a broad-area laser of this size. Figure 19 is a photograph of a 300-μm-stripe LD that was fabricated and packaged in our laboratory. The two SMA connectors are electrically connected to either the gain or modulator sections via gold-coated alumina contact pads and gold wire bonds. The LD is mounted by indium solder to a Au-plated OFHC Cu heat sink for improved ther-

Figure 18. Image of 150-μm-wide broad-area LD output on front facet showing fairly uniform lateral optical emission with some lateral mode structure.

Figure 19. Photograph of mounted 500-μm broad-area LD.
3.3 Optically Q-Switched Two-Section Laser Diode Experiment

In section 3.2 it was noted that a two-section device can permit rapid LD turn-on times provided that a fast electrical signal is used to modulate the absorber section. The fundamental limit of this scheme is basically related to the difficulty in generating a fast (i.e., picosecond) electrical pulse to modulate the absorber section [66–68]. Using a high-power, mode-locked Nd:glass laser system [69], we assessed the fundamental dynamics of two-section broad-area LDs [57,58]. Using this experimental technique, we generated Q-switched pulses with greater than 6 W of peak power and pulsewidths less than 30 ps from monolithic two-section lasers. For reference, with conventional gain-switching techniques these same devices produced less than 1 W of peak power in tens of nanoseconds.

Two broad-area LDs, devices A and B, were investigated. We used a lift-off technique to pattern the two electrodes and wet etched the cap layer to achieve electrical isolation (see fig. 10). The etched gap was 10 μm for both devices. The stripe width for device A was 100 μm, with a total length of 775 μm. The length of the modulator section was 175 μm. The active region was composed of a single 100 Å GaAs quantum well, separated from a 1000-nm Al_{0.4}Ga_{0.6}As cladding layer by a 150-nm graded region. The stripe width for device B was 300 μm, with a 1-mm total length and a 200-μm modulator section. An MQW active region was used, consisting of five 60-Å GaAs quantum wells separated by 80-Å Al_{0.2}Ga_{0.8}As barriers, with a graded region of 200 nm and a cladding layer of 1000 nm.

The second section of the LD was reverse-biased and used as an optical modulator [55], while the first section provided gain. The gain section was pulsed with 100-ns-wide electrical pulses at a repetition rate of 500 Hz. We modulated the loss in the second (i.e., modulator) section by using the gap between the electrodes as a photoconductive switch [57,70].

Figure 20 shows a schematic diagram of the optically Q-switched LD experiment. Illuminating the gap with 527-nm light creates photocarriers that electrically short the two electrodes together. Since the gain section has a low impedance (typically a few ohms) in
comparison with the reverse-biased modulator section, the creation of this near short circuit results in a drastic electrical change occurring mainly in the modulator section, which changes from a high to low absorption state in a time comparable to the illuminating pulsewidth.

The light source for the switching pulse was a mode-locked Nd:glass laser coupled to a regenerative amplifier [69]. Pulses 10 ps wide were generated at a repetition rate of 500 Hz and could be compressed to 1 ps with a pair of gratings. The 1.054-μm beam was doubled into the green and focused onto the switching gap. An average power of 32 μW was available for switching with the 10-ps green pulse, with 25 μW available from the 1-ps green pulse.

We measured the Q-switched pulsewidth by mixing the diode and Nd:glass beams in a LiIO₃ crystal. When the 1-ps switching pulse is used, the cross-correlation of the two beams allows one to record the actual shape of the diode laser pulse directly [71], while a deconvolution step must be performed when the 10-ps pulse is used.

Results from the cross-correlation measurements are shown in figure 21(a) for device A, and figure 22(a) for device B. The modulator sections were reverse biased to the point where the LD output was quenched. For each value of applied voltage, the diode gain section was biased to just below threshold, since this arrangement proved to yield the best results. As can be seen from these figures, two different Q-switching behaviors were observed. Pulses from the type B laser show a train of pulses separated by the cavity round-trip time, τₚ. A large asymmetry (a fast-rising edge with a relatively slow decay time) was observed in all cases. Peak Q-switched power with
the 10-ps switching pulse, which was deduced from average power measurements, was as high as 6 W.

The type A laser did not exhibit a distinct pulse train. Single-lobe pulses with FWHM values as low as 21 ps were measured. This is, to our knowledge, the shortest pulsewidth generated to date by a broad-area laser. Taking into account the pulsewidth of the 1.054-μm pulse in the interpretation of the cross-correlation traces, we found that no noticeable reduction in pulsewidth was recorded during Q-switching with either the 10-ps or the 1-ps green pulse (this was also the case with the type B laser). Peak powers deduced from average power measurements were also as high as 6 W for measured pulsewidths between 20 and 30 ps (for a device bias of 380 mA). To our knowledge, our method has achieved the largest pulse energy measured from a monolithic device in such a time scale.
A theoretical model that accurately predicts the Q-switched LD performance has been developed in our laboratory by Thedrez [57] and Yang [58]. Since we are interested in knowing if our results check with theoretical models, we present a comparison of theory with experiment, but do not give the details of the theory here. Figure 21(b) shows the theoretical Q-switched output pulse for the type A laser, and comparison with figure 21(a) shows excellent agreement. For the type B laser, the theoretical result is shown in figure 22(b), where again excellent theoretical agreement is demonstrated. What is novel about this theoretical curve is the fact that diode features that are on the order of $\tau_t$ have been accurately modeled. One can accurately model such features by using a set of traveling wave equations for the optical intensity and a rate equation for the gain, whereas in previous modeling techniques, a distributed loss approximation was assumed that our results have proven to be invalid for our experiment [57].

The features evident with the type B laser can be qualitatively explained as follows. When the optically Q-switched pulse is excited in the LD cavity, it oscillates in the cavity with a period equal to $\tau_t$. If, after one round trip, the cavity gain is depleted, then the Q-switched pulse structure is similar to that displayed by the type A laser: a simple pulse shape without any additional features. However, if the Q-switched pulse has insufficient intensity to completely deplete the gain in the LD cavity, then additional pulses will experience gain and, upon being amplified by this gain, be observed at the LD output as features on the Q-switched pulse. As an illustration, the cavity length for the type B laser is 1 mm, which corresponds to a $\tau_t$ of $\approx 12$ ps. As figure 22 shows, this value is in qualitative agreement with the observed periodicity of the Q-switched pulse features.

We have demonstrated operation at high powers (up to 6 W) and short pulsewidths (as short as 21 ps) from discrete broad-area LDs. These results are important for the optoelectronic attenuator since this is a potential means for activating the attenuator with high-power optical pulses from a laser diode; the short pulsewidth indicates that this can be done at a high repetition rate (the repetition rate is limited by the CPW-PCS PC carrier decay time and not the laser driver). We are continuing our research to demonstrate similar performance using gain switching, which differs from the Q-switching technique in that an electrical pulse is used to rapidly bias the gain section without the need for the optical switching pulse.
3.4 Laser Diode Microwave Impedance-Matching Transformer

In the last section we demonstrated that optically Q-switching a single two-section LD can be used to drastically increase the laser output power and reduce the pulsewidth. Obviously, this is a complicated method and if it is possible to improve the output power of LDs by more traditional techniques, then this should be tried. One of the biggest factors leading to poor LD efficiency is the simple fact that 50-Ω electrical drivers are typically used to activate the lasers, and these lasers generally have on-state impedances of 1 to 5 Ω. Clearly, most of the electrical drive power is reflected from the LD by this large impedance mismatch and therefore wasted. The power transfer to a low-impedance device can be improved by the use of microwave matching techniques that are well covered in the literature [72]. Recently, similar techniques have been employed to match LDs to high-frequency drivers so that high-frequency modulation can be efficiently achieved [73,74]. These are traditionally narrow-bandwidth techniques, where the matched bandwidth is typically ≤10 percent of the modulation frequency (e.g., 1-GHz signals matched over 100-MHz bandwidth).

Fast-risetime current pulses on the order of 1 ns, with pulsewidths of 50 to 100 ns, are used to turn on our LDs (the Fourier frequency content of these pulses is ≤1 GHz). In order to improve the overall efficiency of high-power LDs, we must match the gain section impedance over a broad bandwidth (~1 GHz), and this bandwidth covers frequencies from dc to 1 GHz. Therefore, we undertook to match the LD gain section from 300 MHz to 1 GHz using commercially available microwave design tools (Academy [75]). In our design, we assumed a resistive diode on-state impedance of 5 Ω and permitted an in-band ripple of 0.5 dB. The impedance transformer design selected was a quarter-wave transformer, since this typically yields broad-band matching [72].

The LD microwave transformer (LDMT) electrical circuit schematic generated by Academy is shown in figure 23. Since we wanted to match low-frequency components, we used discrete lumped capacitors (C1 to C4 in the figure) to reduce the overall electrical length to 3.7 cm. The built-in Academy optimization routine was used to optimize the design, and the final microwave layout was generated (fig. 24). Figure 25 shows the calculated value of S11 for the LDMT and a reference 50-Ω microstrip line. Note that Academy predicts that we can improve the matching of a 5-Ω real impedance with the LDMT over a bandwidth of approximately 1 GHz, which is quite impressive, considering that this includes frequency components as low as 200 MHz.
Figure 23. LDMT electrical schematic generated by Academy [75]. Lumped capacitors $C_1$ (0.6 pF), $C_2$ (12 pF), $C_3$ (12 pF), and $C_4$ (7.5 pF) reduce LDMT length from 5 to 3.7 cm. 5-Ω real impedance was assumed.

Figure 24. LDMT microstrip layout generated by Academy [75]. Lumped capacitors, $C_1$ to $C_4$, were soldered to ground where indicated. LD was wire-bonded to P2.

Figure 25. Academy [75] prediction of reflected power, $S_{11'}$, of LDMT and 50-Ω reference line, assuming 5-Ω real load impedance. Note that 1-GHz matched bandwidth is predicted.
The LDMT was realized with microstrip line and fabricated on copper-clad Duroid 6010 [76]; a reference 50-Ω microstrip line was fabricated as well. A 100-μm-wide broad-area LD was then used in measuring the performance of both circuits. The laser was mounted on a suitable heat sink and then wire bonded to each of the circuits. Figure 26 shows the value of $S_{11}$ measured on a scalar network analyzer (SNA). Note that the SNA data show that the LDMT improves the matching to the LD over a bandwidth of ~500 MHz.

The discrepancy between the measured and calculated values is most likely due to two factors: the LD wire-bonds are highly inductive, and the real LD impedance is highly reactive (i.e., capacitive). To simplify our design, and since no data were available concerning the actual LD on-state impedance, we chose a 5-Ω real diode impedance as a first try. If the LD model can be adjusted to account for these two factors, an improvement over a 500-MHz bandwidth is expected.

Ultimately, to determine whether the LDMT can improve the diode performance, one must compare the $L/I$ curves for the same laser being driven by both circuits. Figure 27 shows the measured result from such an experiment. Note that at a drive current of 175 mA, a 37-percent increase in the optical intensity has been achieved with the LDMT. This certainly proves that low-frequency, broad-bandwidth matching of LDs is a possible technique for improving overall LD efficiency.

One of the research goals outlined in the previous chapter was the need to develop an all-semiconductor-based optoelectronic attenuator that could be operated with minimum electrical power. If the $L/I$
Figure 27. Measured L/I curve using LDMT and 50-Ω reference line to drive same LD. Note: an increase of 37% in optical power, at 175 mA, has been achieved with LDMT. 100-ns pulses at 1-kHz pulse repetition frequency were used to drive laser.

The curve is improved by 37 percent for a fixed bias level, then the current required to achieve a given optical power level should therefore be reduced by this amount. Thus, this portion of the LD development effort is of extreme importance for the optoelectronic attenuator; the LDMT permits the use of MQW LDs since we can take advantage of the high gain (and therefore high output power) of these LDs while simultaneously reducing the electrical driver requirements to acceptable levels.

3.5 Summary

Several LD types (i.e. ridge waveguide, broad area, multiple section, SQW, MQW, etc) were fabricated and evaluated for use as the light source for the optically controlled attenuator. We have fabricated discrete broad-area LDs with peak optical powers on the order of 1 W, and Q-switched these same devices to increase the power to 6 W. In addition, these Q-switched results are believed to be the highest energy and shortest pulsewidth results from discrete devices to date. We have demonstrated a microwave impedance matching transformer, the LDMT, and shown that the overall LD efficiency can be improved by as much as 37 percent for a fixed bias level.

Now that the optoelectronic attenuator control device, namely the semiconductor LD, has been developed, we will now describe the design, fabrication, and evaluation of the attenuation element.
4. Photoconductive Switches

Perhaps one of the simplest semiconductor devices is the bulk PC switch, which is made up of two metallic contacts placed on a PC substrate, such as a semiconductor wafer. Light then illuminates the intervening semiconductor material and is absorbed and converted into electron-hole pairs. Photoconductors can thus be used to convert optical energy into electrical signals.

These PC devices are commonly referred to as PC switches; applications for and the development of PC switches have been well covered in the literature by Lee [3,36]. When these devices are fabricated in such a way as to support high-speed signal generation, modulation, and propagation, then these types of PC switches can be used in microwave systems. Many examples of such high-speed PC devices and systems applications may be found in the literature [3]. In particular, the fabrication of planar microwave transmission-line structures onto PC substrate materials yields high-speed PC switches that are embedded in the microwave structure [77].

Since a treatment of the basic physics of PC switches is essential to the optimization of the optoelectronic attenuator, we present the relevant physics of PC switches at the beginning of this section. Next, we review planar microwave transmission-line structures and discuss their potential usefulness with regard to the optoelectronic attenuator. Finally, we describe the actual design, fabrication, and characterization of GaAs and silicon coplanar waveguide-PC switches (CPW-PCSs) that will be used for constructing the hybrid optoelectronic attenuator.

4.1 Photoconductive Switch Physics

The theory describing the dynamic PC switch resistance was developed by C. H. Lee [35]. The PC switch on-state resistance, \( R_{on} \), of a device whose operation is based on an optically induced conductivity change (i.e., "conductive mode" of operation) is given by

\[
R_{on} = \frac{I_{gap}^2}{q\mu N},
\]

where \( I_{gap} \) is the PC switch electrode spacing, \( N \) is the total number of photo-induced electrons generated by the optical pulse, \( q \) is the electronic charge, and \( \mu \) is the electron mobility. The electron mobility of bulk GaAs at room temperature is \( \approx 8800 \) cm\(^2\)/V\(\cdot\)s, while the surface mobility can be as low as \( 1000 \) cm\(^2\)/V\(\cdot\)s. Therefore, the path taken by the photocurrent is an important PC switch consideration.
Work by Funk and others [36] has shown that PC switches can handle large currents and be triggered in picoseconds. The question is, can this be done with a conventional (or new) laser diode design? The laser radiation has a wavelength, \( \lambda \), corresponding to a photon energy \( E = h\nu = hc/\lambda \) that satisfies one of the following:

1. Photon energy, \( h\nu \), is greater than the switch material band-gap energy, i.e., \( h\nu > E_g \).

2. Photon energy is less than the band-gap energy, but greater than the energy difference between a suitable impurity level and the conduction band, i.e., \( E_i \leq h\nu \leq E_g \).

3. Photon energy is less than the band-gap energy and no suitable impurity levels exist, i.e., \( E_g > h\nu \).

The first absorption mechanism is referred to as intrinsic photon absorption [78]: a single photon has sufficient energy to promote a valence electron into the conduction band, thus generating an electron-hole pair in the PC switch. This is the most efficient absorption mechanism, and as a result, the absorption depth in the semiconductor is very shallow (the photon absorption coefficient, \( \alpha \), varies exponentially with the distance from the surface). A PC switch using this absorption mechanism is usually fabricated with both contacts on the same semiconductor surface, and is thus referred to as a surface switch (since the conductive path is parallel to the switch surface).

Designs based on the second type of absorption mechanism rely on the presence of impurities within the semiconductor crystal; these impurities, and/or traps, mediate the absorption of the incident photons. Since the energy levels of these traps are within the semiconductor band-gap, the absorption is more uniformly distributed within the semiconductor bulk than was the case for intrinsic absorption. This absorption mechanism can result in fairly efficient photon to electron-hole pair conversion, depending on the extrinsic impurity, again since the absorption is more uniformly distributed through the bulk crystal. Thus, PC switches that rely on this absorption mechanism have contacts fabricated on opposing sides of the semiconductor crystal; this type of PC switch is referred to as a bulk PC switch. This absorption mechanism is usually referred to as extrinsic absorption [78].

The third type of absorption is referred to as two-photon absorption; the energy of a single photon is insufficient to promote electron transfer, and therefore two photons must use their combined energy to generate an electron-hole pair. The absorption of photons in this
case is non-linear (dependent on optical intensity squared) and is thus somewhat inefficient, especially for low-intensity lasers such as the semiconductor LD. PC switches using this technique are also called bulk switches since the photon absorption is also uniformly distributed in the semiconductor bulk.

Therefore, the relevant absorption mechanism is of fundamental importance, since both the switch and laser source chosen are determined by this factor. If intrinsic photon absorption (type 1) is used ($h\nu > E_g$), then the depth at which the photons are absorbed by the material is very shallow. For pulsed-power applications, surface switches have demonstrated a minimum on-state resistance value of $\geq 200 \ \Omega$ [79]. However, these are large devices (1- to 5-mm gap spacing); the lower resistance limit for surface switches with gap lengths on the order of microns may be much less.

Since the crystal structure in the bulk is generally superior to that of the surface (because of surface defects and recombination centers, which result in a lower surface mobility), bulk PC switches can, in principle, achieve much lower dynamic resistances, which may be as low as 1 \ \Omega [36]. Since two-photon absorption (type 3) is inefficient, the most suitable bulk absorption mechanism for the optoelectronic attenuator is extrinsic absorption (type 2); i.e., $E_t \leq \hbar \nu \leq E_g$. This is especially true if the LD and PC switch are made from the same material ($h\nu = E_g$). If a quantum well laser is used, then the laser energy can be designed to meet the laser energy conditions specified for both types 1 and 2.

Therefore, trap-mediated (extrinsic) absorption is believed to be the best choice for an all-GaAs optoelectronic attenuator, provided that a suitable trap in the bulk material is used. One likely candidate is the well-known EL2 trap in GaAs [80], with a corresponding $\Delta E = 0.83 \ \text{eV (} \Delta E = E_c - E_{\text{trap}} \text{)}$. PC switches have been successfully fabricated with this trap [81], and since this level is always present in GaAs, no special doping of the substrate is required.

If the optoelectronic attenuator uses a silicon PC switch, then a surface PC switch (type 1) can be used, since the surface quality of passivated Si is much better than that of GaAs. In addition, the lower band-gap of Si (≈1.1 eV) suggests that efficient surface switching is possible with an AlGaAs LD, since $\hbar \nu > E_g$. One other reason to try using an Si PC switch in the attenuator is worth mentioning now.

A PC switch characteristic of importance is the PC carrier recombination lifetime, $\tau_r$. For GaAs, $\tau_r$ is ≈1 to 5 ns [82], while in silicon the lifetime is ≈1 to 10 \ \mu s [49]. This is an important material property because the lifetime determines how often the PC switch must re-
absorb photons for the laser to maintain a constant density of photocarriers, \( N \), and it also determines the speed at which the switch can open. For example, a 100-ns optical pulse is incident on both a GaAs and Si PC switch. Every 1 to 5 ns, the GaAs PC switch loses \( 1/e \) of its photocarriers to recombination; these carriers must be replenished by the laser to maintain a constant level of photoconductivity. On the other hand, the Si switch does not lose carriers as quickly, so additional carriers are continuously created, thus providing more photocarriers for conduction. This phenomenon is usually referred to as photoconductive gain [83], expressed as

\[
G_{on} = \frac{\tau_r}{\tau_t},
\]

where \( \tau_r \) is the PC carrier lifetime and \( \tau_t \) is the carrier transit time; \( \tau_t = l_{gap}/(\mu E) \), where \( \mu \) is the carrier mobility, \( E \) is the electric field (\( E = V/l_{gap} \)), and \( l_{gap} \) is the PC switch gap. Thus, if the carrier transit time is shorter than the PC carrier lifetime (i.e., \( \tau_t < \tau_r \)), then \( G_{on} \) can exceed one, and the PC switch can be said to have an effective PC gain. For the Si:CPW-PCS, if \( \tau_r = 1 \mu s \), \( V = 1 \) V, \( \mu = 1400 \) cm\(^2\)/V·s, and \( l_{gap} = 10 \) \( \mu \)m, then \( G_{on} = 1400 \).

Therefore, although GaAs is the preferred material for the CPW-PCS because of its compatibility with standard microwave integrated circuits, silicon may be the best choice for demonstration of the opto-electronic attenuator concept. If this proves to be valid, then the lifetime in GaAs can be increased by techniques that use superlattice structures [84,85]. It was for these reasons that both GaAs and Si CPW-PCSs were fabricated and characterized during this research project.

4.2 Planar Microwave Transmission Lines

Photoconductivity can be thought of as the primary "intrinsic" characteristic of the PC medium, where as long as the medium is a photoconductor, one can expect the medium to behave as discussed: above \( E_g \) radiation yields intrinsic photon absorption, which in turn generates PC carriers in a shallow depth from the PC switch surface. Conversely, below \( E_g \) radiation yields absorption depths that may include the entire crystal thickness, and this type of absorption may be due to various extrinsic mechanisms, but impurity-level-mediated absorption is the usual situation.

The next issue is how to take such a medium and fabricate a practical PC switch. The most important element in such a device is the electrical contact structure. If two contacts are placed on the same semiconductor surface and a photocurrent is to flow between them,
the laser chosen would typically emit radiation that is above $E_g$ since this would create PC carriers between the contacts. However, if the contacts are placed on opposite sides of a semiconductor crystal, then the laser chosen would emit radiation below $E_g$ so that bulk PC carriers would be injected between the contacts. Of course, this is not always the case, since effects such as surface recombination may dictate that radiation below $E_g$ should be used even for surface switches.

In addition to these considerations, the contact geometry dictates the type of application for which the PC switch can be used. The contact (or switch) gap, $L$, is also critical; if $L$ is too small, then a large voltage cannot be “held off” by the PC switch, and if $L$ is too big, then a large amount of optical energy is required to close the PC switch. This is perhaps the most important consideration in PC switch design; it is obvious what choice must be made for a particular application (“high-speed” implies a surface switch with a small gap, “high power” implies a bulk switch with a large gap, etc).

Since the objective of this research is to optically control a microwave signal with a laser light source, it is reasonable to assume that it is best to use a contact geometry that is compatible with microwave devices. Thus, any planar (i.e., parallel to the semiconductor surface) transmission-line geometry that can support traveling electromagnetic waves in the microwave portion of the frequency spectrum is acceptable. An excellent summary of the most technologically important planar microwave transmission lines is given by Rivera and Itoh [86]. An excellent compilation of the relevant planar transmission-line analyses has been edited by Itoh [87].

As an illustration of the importance of contact geometry and laser wavelength on a microwave PC switch design, figure 28 compares two microwave transmission line types that have been fabricated on a PC substrate, such as GaAs or Si. The figure shows the important differences as they affect microwave PC switch design: The micro-

---

Figure 28. Comparison between microstrip line (left) and CPW (right). Electric field lines are as shown; wave propagation is perpendicular to page. Note that carriers travel through bulk in microstrip PC switch and on surface in CPW-PCS.

\[ \varepsilon_r = \text{relative permittivity} \quad \boxed{\text{metallization}} \quad \boxed{E} \text{ denotes electric field lines} \]
strip PC switch requires radiation below $E_g$ so that carriers are generated between the center (i.e., top) conductor and the integral ground plane. The CPW-PCS requires radiation above $E_g$ so that carriers are created on the surface between the coplanar strips.

Since our goal is to demonstrate a hybrid optoelectronic attenuator, meaning that discrete devices are to be configured with free-space and/or optical fiber components, then the CPW-PCS is naturally the best choice. There are other planar structures where both contacts reside on the surface, such as coplanar strip line and slot line, but these geometries are either more difficult to realize or provide less electromagnetic interference protection [88]. In addition, CPW can be operated at higher frequencies than these other structures [89].

4.3 CPW-PCS Design, Fabrication, and Evaluation

The coplanar transmission-line geometry facilitates the use of broad-area LDs that can be easily focused onto the gap(s) between the coplanar conductors. Both Si and GaAs can be used as the substrate material, with the primary difference being the carrier recombination lifetime of 5 ns for GaAs and 10 µs for Si. We designed a coplanar waveguide transmission line for high-speed applications using standard microwave design tools [90]. The characteristic impedance was designed to be 50 Ω, with the spacing between the center contact and the two outer contacts being 5, 10, or 20 µm.

The GaAs:CPW-PCS design and fabrication has been reported separately [91]. Figure 29 shows a cross section of the Si:CPW-PCS that was used to form the hybrid attenuator circuit discussed in section 5. For ohmic contact to be achieved to the high resistivity substrate ($\rho_{Si} \geq 6 \times 10^3 \Omega$-cm), the contact region was ion implanted with boron, which creates a P++ region. Aluminum contacts were then deposited onto the ion-implanted regions to form the coplanar waveguide structure. Current-voltage measurements indicate that ohmic contact to the substrate was indeed achieved.

Figure 30 shows two mounted GaAs and Si:CPW-PCS devices. So that both the GaAs and Si:CPW-PCS would be properly connected into a hybrid attenuator circuit, the coplanar structure was flared to permit connection via an SMA connector. The $W/L$ ratio was kept constant so that a 50-Ω characteristic impedance was maintained at the design frequency of 3 GHz. Consequently, the overall device length was 1.6 cm, resulting in a large parasitic center conductor resistance (~40 and ~60 Ω for the GaAs and Si devices, respectively). Fortunately this parasitic resistance would not be present in an operational device, since the device length need only be equal to the laser spot size.
4.4 CPW-PCS Electrical and Optical Characterization

The first step in the characterization of the CPW-PCS devices is to measure their microwave performance. A scalar network analyzer (SNA) was used to measure the insertion loss in the off-state (see fig. 31 for the Si:CPW-PCS) as a function of frequency. The Si:CPW-PCS displayed a high level of insertion loss (~6.5 dB at 500 MHz). The CPW-PCS design assumed a substrate thickness of 500 μm and a dielectric constant of 13.1, which are both values used to design the GaAs:CPW-PCS [91]. Since the high-resistivity Si substrate was only 250 μm thick, and Si has a lower dielectric constant (11.7), the increased insertion loss in the Si:CPW-PCS is not unexpected. Fortunately, all the optoelectronic attenuator experiments are unaffected by these values of insertion loss, since it is the relative increase in on-state attenuation that is important. In addition, when the high level of dc resistance is accounted for, the Si:CPW-PCS insertion loss is ~4 dB, which is acceptable for this investigation.
One of the most important characterization measurements for PC switches is that of the PC carrier lifetime (which, of course, indicates whether the PC switch is functioning properly). This measurement can be done with the simple dc circuit shown in figure 32. In this circuit, the reference (or charging resistor, as it is referred to in the pulsed power community) is used to set a current reference across the oscilloscope load, $R_S$, which is 50 $\Omega$. A dc bias, typically a few volts, is applied to the circuit, and one measures the decrease in the voltage across the load that occurs when the PC switch is illuminated with laser energy. The recovery time of the voltage drop is used to determine the PC carrier lifetime.

The PC carrier lifetimes are shown in figure 33 for the Si:CPW-PCS, where this time only the PC response is shown. Part (a) of the figure shows the measured lifetime in the IR ($\lambda = 1.054 \, \mu m$) (a 500-MHz rf waveform was also propagating through the circuit—hence the broad line width) and in the red ($\lambda = 0.797 \, \mu m$). In this case, we can estimate the bulk and surface PC carrier recombination lifetimes to be $\sim 2 \, \mu s$ and 350 ns, respectively. These rather long lifetime values are consistent with the fact that the Si:CPW-PCS is fabricated on very pure silicon ($\rho \sim 6 \times 10^3 \, \Omega \cdot cm$). However, because of the indirect band-gap of Si, the $\alpha$ for Si at these wavelengths is still an order of magnitude less than that for GaAs, even though this radiation is considered to be “above band-gap” [92].

4.5 Summary

As this section shows, the high-speed microwave PC switches for the optoelectronic attenuator should be fabricated using a coplanar waveguide geometry. For surface switching, which is used in the hybrid optoelectronic attenuator, this geometry makes the most sense. For a monolithically integrated version of the attenuator, fabricating the high-speed PC switch with a microstrip transmission-line geometry would be more useful.
Figure 32. Experimental setup used to measure CPW-PCS PC carrier lifetime, $\tau_\gamma$. Nd:glass laser is shown as example; other lasers were used to measure $\tau_\gamma$ at various wavelengths.

Figure 33. Measured PC carrier lifetime, $\tau_\gamma$, of Si:CPW-PCS: (a) IR response (1.054 $\mu$m), where $\tau_\gamma$,bulk $\sim$2 $\mu$s, and (b) red response (0.797 $\mu$m), where $\tau_\gamma$,surface $\sim$350 ns.
In this work, the optoelectronic attenuator was synthesized with what has been called the CPW-PCS, and this PC switch was fabricated on both GaAs and Si. The subsequent PC carrier lifetime measurements show why the CPW-PCS was fabricated on these materials: GaAs has a fast (~5 to 30 ns) response, while Si has a much slower (~350 ns to 2 μs) response. GaAs is the preferred material since it is most compatible with microwave integrated circuits. However, Si is useful because it allows the laser power requirements to be lowered since the PC carriers are not lost to recombination as fast, and thus a higher level of PC conductivity can be maintained. Since GaAs NPI structures can easily be grown by molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) techniques, the effective PC carrier recombination lifetime can be engineered to also be in the microsecond regime [93]. Thus the true rationale for the Si:CPW-PCS is clear: if this long-lifetime material can prove the feasibility of the optoelectronic attenuator concept, then further research can be conducted to get the GaAs:CPW-PCS to do the same.

Of course, the CPW-PCS must perform as a microwave transmission line in the off-state, and we have shown that this has been achieved. Unfortunately, there is a high level of insertion loss for the fabricated devices (~3 dB for the GaAs:CPW-PCS and ~6.5 dB for the Si:CPW-PCS). While this is a problem for integration of these devices into a real system, it does not affect the results presented in section 5, since all of the measurements in this work are relative ones, and therefore off-state parasitics are not a source of measurement error. In addition, improved fabrication techniques and/or electroplating will greatly reduce the off-state insertion loss. Finally, the device lengths are very long to permit ease of experimentation; thus, when all these factors are taken into account, we foresee no insertion loss problems for the optoelectronic attenuator.
5. Optoelectronic Attenuator Experiments

The use of optoelectronic techniques to control microwave circuits and systems continues to be an area of intense research and development [94–96]. Besides the inherent speed advantages of this approach, use of a laser to control multiple microwave circuits permits both a high degree of electrical isolation between the control signal and the microwave circuit, and timing precision that can easily be in the picosecond regime [3].

This section describes a hybrid optoelectronic attenuator scheme that is suitable for remotely controlling microwave integrated circuits. By optically illuminating the gap(s) between the center and outer conductor(s) of a coplanar microwave transmission line fabricated on a silicon substrate (i.e., the Si:CPW-PCS), we have demonstrated up to 45 dB of microwave attenuation at 1.7 GHz using only 143 mW of LD power. This is the highest level of attenuation reported to date for such an attenuator scheme [97,40,98]. Earlier work by Platte and Sauerer [98] used a similar technique with continuous wave (cw) optical illumination; however, they achieved a maximum attenuation of 1.8 dB.

How high-speed PC switches can be fabricated to support microwave signal propagation was discussed in section 4. Using the Si:CPW-PCS described in that section, we used a commercially available fiber-pigtailed LD to optically vary the attenuation of both rf and microwave signals through this high-speed PC switch. In section 2, two possible attenuation mechanisms were presented. The first was a reflective attenuation mechanism whereby the rf power is reflected by an optically induced impedance mismatch in the high-speed PC switch. The second was an absorptive attenuation mechanism whereby the rf signal is absorbed by a solid-state plasma that has also been optically created. Since either attenuation mechanism may be responsible for any observed rf attenuation, we conducted several experiments to determine which mechanism correctly accounts for any optically induced attenuation in the Si:CPW-PCS.

In addition, how well the optoelectronic attenuator performs, as a function of rf and/or microwave frequency, LD power, and LD beam profile, must also be determined so that the attenuator performance can be optimized; results of hybrid optoelectronic attenuator experiments performed with various laser diode sources, as a function of these control parameters, are presented in this section. The initial experiments were conducted with an rf generator operating at 500 MHz. We used several laser sources to attenuate the 500-MHz signal: a high-power mode-locked Nd:glass laser system
[99], the 300-μm LD described in section 3 [91], a 1-cm linear AlGaAs LD array [94], and, finally, a fiber-pigtailed LD [100]. A maximum attenuation of the 500-MHz signal of 30 dB was achieved with the fiber-pigtailed laser for an optical power of 375 mW [43]. However, since we could measure only the signal attenuation through, and not the reflected power from, the Si:CPW-PCS, the exact nature of the absorption mechanism remained unclear.

Using a vector network analyzer (VNA) [101], we determined that the mechanism responsible for the attenuation of microwave signals in the optoelectronic attenuator was absorptive; up to 45 dB of attenuation was achieved with a fiber-pigtailed LD power of as little as 143 mW without an increase in the power reflected from the Si:CPW-PCS [102].

During the experiments involving the fiber-pigtailed LD, an important observation was made: the measured attenuation saturated at around 10 dB (at 500 MHz) when diffraction-limited spherical optics were used to focus the laser beam onto the PC switch gap. When the LD beam profile was expanded in one dimension (i.e., parallel to the Si:CPW-PCS structure), the level of attenuation increased by 20 dB above this saturated value [102]. The details of all these experiments are presented in this section. The first section discusses the mode-locked Nd:glass laser measurements, while the second section contains a description of the measured attenuation obtained with various LD sources. The 500-MHz pulsed rf attenuator data (measured with a high-speed analog oscilloscope), and cw microwave experimental results (measured with a VNA), both using the fiber-pigtailed LD, are given in the remaining two sections.

5.1 Nd:Glass Laser Measurements

We performed the first optoelectronic attenuator measurements using the same Nd:glass laser system [99] described in the literature to optically Q-switch a two-section broad-area LD [91], and in section 4.4 to measure the GaAs:CPW-PCS PC carrier lifetime. Figure 34 shows the experimental setup for the hybrid optoelectronic attenuator; the Nd:glass laser was operated at a 500-Hz pulse repetition rate with a pulse output energy of 20 μJ and an FWHM of 10 ps. A microscope objective 10× was used to focus the Nd:glass laser beam onto the 10-μm gap of the Si:CPW-PCS. The rf source frequency and power for these measurements were 500 MHz and +18 dBm, respectively.

Figure 35 shows a sample of the Si:CPW-PCS output waveform measured with a 1-GHz bandwidth oscilloscope (Tektronix 7104),
under these conditions. The attenuation, $S_{21}$, in decibels (dB), is defined in section 2, equation (3), for an arbitrary two-port network, as

$$S_{21}(dB) = 20 \log_{10} \left\{ \frac{V_2}{V_1} \right\}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (20)

Here, $V_2$ is the measured rf voltage when the switch is illuminated, and $V_1$ is the rf voltage in the off-state. Using this relationship and the setup shown in figure 34, we found that the maximum measured attenuation of the 500-MHz signal in the Si:CPW-PCS was $\sim -11$ dB.

Because of the rather short optical pulselength and long measurement time (10 ps compared with 1 $\mu$s), the actual attenuation is most likely greater than this value. However, since our goal is to provide attenuation on longer time scales than 10 ps (i.e., $\sim$1 ns), this result is not of much practical interest to us. In addition, since we wish to use LDs as the hybrid optoelectronic attenuator optical source (so that

---

**Figure 34.** Nd:glass laser experimental setup used to measure $S_{21}$ of hybrid optoelectronic attenuator. Laser pulse energy = 20 $\mu$J, $f_{rf}$ = 500 MHz at +18 dBm.

**Figure 35.** Optoelectronic attenuator data taken with Nd:glass laser system of figure 34, $V_1 = 140$ mV, $V_2 = 40$ mV, $\Rightarrow |S_{21}| = 10.9$ dB.
an all-semiconductor attenuator is demonstrated), the importance of this result is that it is the first step toward our goal of demonstrating an all semiconductor-based optoelectronic attenuator. The next section shows that this goal has been achieved with the 300-\(\mu\)m-stripe broad-area LD described in the literature [91].

5.2 Broad-Area Laser Diode Measurements

We measured the optoelectronic attenuator performance using the 300-\(\mu\)m-stripe broad-area LD described earlier in section 3 (see fig. 29) [91] as the laser source in the hybrid optoelectronic attenuator (fig. 34). While we performed the same experiment described in the last section, the optically induced rf attenuation of a 500-MHz signal propagating through the Si:CPW-PCS was measured. A high-voltage 50-\(\Omega\) pulser [103] was used to drive the 300-\(\mu\)m LD. Figure 36 shows a typical example of the measured attenuation, where both the 500-MHz waveform (top trace) and corresponding LD current pulse (bottom trace) are displayed; an attenuation of 7.9 dB is shown. Note that the attenuator response roughly follows the LD pulse; thus, the Si:CPW-PCS may also be suitable as an optically controlled rf modulator.

Figure 37 shows the measured attenuation plotted as a function of LD peak power. Notice that the attenuation appears to level off at around 6 dB for a LD power near 50 mW. Unfortunately, the maximum attenuation measured with the LD was not much better than that measured with the Nd:glass laser system, which was around 10 dB; however, a significant reduction in the laser driver (in terms of cost, complexity, and size) has been achieved with the use of a single broad-area LD operating at modest output powers.

---

Figure 36.
Optoelectronic attenuator data with 300-\(\mu\)m broad-area LD. Top trace: 500-MHz signal envelope showing 7.9 dB of attenuation. Bottom trace: LD current pulse waveform. Note: response roughly follows laser pulse shape.
Using the optical Q-switching technique described in the literature [47], we optically Q-switched the same 300-μm, two-section LD in an attempt to increase the attenuation by increasing the LD output power. Unfortunately, the measured attenuation was less than 1 dB with this technique ($|S_{21}| = 0.65$ dB). This poor result is, again, partly due to the short optical pulsewidth (~60 ps) compared with the long measurement time (1 μs), which is a difference of six orders of magnitude. Thus, the actual attenuation is most likely much larger than 0.65 dB. Although this result is unimpressive, it is the first reported PC switch measurement on such a Q-switched LD system. In an effort to improve this result, work is continuing in our laboratory to develop an all-electrical Q-switching scheme to improve this result for more general PC switching applications.

The next LD to be used in the optoelectronic attenuator was a 1-cm linear AlGaAs LD array provided by Arye Rosen of David Sarnoff Research Center, Princeton, NJ [94]. The array peak output power was 38 W at a wavelength of 804 nm. Unfortunately, the laser driver must deliver approximately 40 A of current to achieve this output power level. Using this LD array and a suitable voltage pulser [103] in place of the laser source of figure 34, we achieved 26 dB of rf (500 MHz) attenuation for an optical power of 5.35 W (see fig. 38). The LD pulsewidth for these measurements was 3 μs. The measured attenuation as a function of LD array peak power is shown in figure 39. Again, the rf power and frequency were +18 dBm and 500 MHz, respectively. Notice that once again the measured attenuation appears to level off as the optical power is increased. Indeed, 20 dB of the maximum attenuation of 26 dB was achieved with approximately 1 W of LD power.

These results can be greatly improved since the spot size on the Si:CPW-PCS was approximately 100 μm × 1 cm, and thus a signifi-
Figure 38. 1-cm LD array optoelectronic attenuator data showing 500-MHz signal envelope during laser activation. Data show an attenuation, $|S_{21}|$, of 26 dB.

Figure 39. Measured attenuation versus incident LD power using 1-cm LD array. Note that attenuation levels off at ~26 dB for ~5 W of LD power; rf power = +18 dBm.

cant fraction of the laser power was wasted on both the switch contacts and on the substrate outside of the switching gap area. However, both gaps in the Si:CPW-PCS structure were illuminated with this LD array and, since these gaps are electrically connected in parallel, the effective on-state resistance may be quite low. Thus, this type of illumination may be the most suitable for the reflective attenuation scheme; however, uniform illumination of both PC switch gaps has been used by others [98] with rather disappointing results (less than 1.8 dB of attenuation was reported).

One important question remains: What contribution to the measured attenuation does the rf source power itself make? Figure 40 shows the optically induced attenuation for a fixed LD power of 5.35 W (i.e., maximum optical power of fig. 39) as a function of rf power. Note that the performance is roughly linear with a total variation of less than 7 dB for an rf power variation of three orders of
magnitude. This shows that, although the rf power level affects the attenuator performance, the contribution is minimal compared with that of the laser source. In addition, for a microwave system operating with a decade variation in power, the optoelectronic attenuator performance variation with rf power would be less than 2 dB.

5.3 Fiber-Pigtailed LD Experiments—rf Voltage Measurements

In the last section we saw how semiconductor LDs can be used to optically induce 26 dB of rf attenuation with a laser peak power of ~5 W. As was observed, the 1-cm LD array output energy was spread over such a large area (100 μm × 1 cm) that much of the available energy did not illuminate the PC switch gaps and thus was wasted. In the next two sections we show how a commercially available fiber-pigtailed LD can be used to greatly improve the hybrid attenuator performance while simultaneously reducing the LD peak power requirement from several watts to less than 150 mW. This section presents rf voltage measurements made with a 1-GHz bandwidth oscilloscope, which are identical measurements to those made earlier. In the next section, attenuator measurements made with a microwave VNA are described. Using the VNA, we determine the exact nature of the attenuation mechanism (either reflective, absorptive, or possibly a combination of both).

Figure 41 shows the experimental setup used to measure the Si:CPW-PCS hybrid optoelectronic attenuator performance with the fiber-pigtailed LD. A commercially available fiber-pigtailed LD [100] has replaced the other laser sources shown in figure 34 and described in section 4.2. For these rf voltage measurements, the LD was operated in pulsed mode with a pulsewidth and repetition frequency of 200 μs and 500 Hz, respectively. Using a 10× micro-
scope objective to achieve a 10-μm spot size on a single Si:CPW-PCS gap, we once again observed a leveling off of the attenuation as a function of LD power, as shown in figure 42. The rf source frequency and power were 500 MHz and +18 dBm, respectively.

Notice that the performance is still limited to about 10 dB even for this improved LD beam spot size, only this time we have reduced the required LD power to less than half a watt (375 mW). If the performance is effectively “saturating” because of the high optical intensity incident on the switch, then expansion of the beam with respect to the CPW-PCS geometry (i.e., lengthwise along the coplanar contacts) should show an increased level of attenuation.

A cylindrical lens was used to expand the beam to 10 μm × 2 mm, and the resulting attenuation did in fact increase, as is also shown in

Figure 41. Fiber-pigtained LD experimental setup used to measure $S_{21}$ of hybrid optoelectronic attenuator; rf frequency = 500 MHz at +18 dBm.

Figure 42. Measured attenuation versus incident LD power with fiber-pigtailed LD. Note: $|S_{21}| = 10$ dB for $A_{spot} = 10 \mu m \times 10 \mu m$, and increases to 30 dB when spot is expanded to 10 μm × 2 mm; $f_{rf} = 500$ MHz.
figure 42. The maximum attenuation for this optical arrangement was \(-30\) dB, which is a \(20\)-dB improvement over the case where only the microscope objective was used. Thus we have proven the opto-electronic attenuator concept using all semiconductor-based devices; it remains to see which attenuation mode is involved.

Before this point is discussed, the aforementioned saturation effect is worth commenting on. Since the rf frequency is 500 MHz, the guide wavelength \(\lambda_g = \frac{\lambda}{n}\), where \(n = 3.42\) is the refractive index of silicon) within the Si:CPW-PCS is approximately 17.5 cm. Since this is much larger than the Si:CPW-PCS itself (1.6 cm total length), it is hard to imagine that the increased attenuation measured with the expanded beam is due to any distributed resistance effects. If the correct attenuation mechanism is plasma absorption, then it is also difficult to see how increasing the plasma length while simultaneously drastically reducing the plasma density could yield an increase in \(S_{21}\) (the LD power was kept constant). One other possibility is a decrease in the photovoltaic response when the LD beam is expanded; although some evidence in the literature suggests that this may be a possibility for optically controlled MESFETS [44], we have not attempted to incorporate this effect into our device model. In addition, the lack of a reverse-biased junction in the Si:CPW-PCS (there is a slight \(p^{++}/p\) junction due to the ion-implanted region) implies that this saturation effect is most likely not due to photovoltaic effects.

It is obvious from equation (4) that the saturation behavior is most likely not a circuit effect; if \(R_{on}\) tends to zero, \(S_{21}\) goes to minus infinity. Clearly, this is not indicative of a saturation effect, which would cause \(S_{21}\) to approach a constant value. However, the Si:CPW-PCS has a finite value of contact resistance \(R_c\), which would limit the minimum of \(R_{on}\) to \(R_c\); thus \(S_{21}\) would approach a constant value in this case and the observed saturation effect would be expected. Although measurements on a curve-tracer indicate that \(R_c\) is negligible, more accurate measurements must be performed to determine the actual value. It is therefore believed that the observed saturation effect is due to a limiting of the minimum permissible on-state resistance, or conductance, by the finite Si:CPW-PCS \(R_c\).

Using the same laser setup as figure 41 and performing an identical measurement to those described in the literature to measure the GaAs:CPW-PCS on-state resistance \(R_{on}\), we measured the variation of \(S_{21}\) as a function of \(R_{on}\). Figure 43 compares the measured value of \(S_{21}\) versus \(R_{on}\) along with the theoretical prediction described in section 2.2 for the reflective attenuator scheme. Notice that the measured attenuation is approximately \(5\) dB greater than the predicted
value over most of the range of \( R_{on} \). Clearly, either the reflective attenuator model is in need of some refinement, or the absorptive attenuator scheme is valid.

Since we could not measure the reflected power accurately to determine which mode of operation is correct, a VNA was used to do the measurements (as will be described in sect. 5.4). If the reflective attenuator scheme is the correct interpretation of the optoelectronic attenuator results presented in this section, then as the optically induced attenuation increases, the power reflected from the optoelectronic attenuator should also increase by roughly an equivalent amount; use of a VNA to simultaneously measure \( |S_{21}| \) and \( |S_{11}| \) should indicate if this interpretation is correct.

5.4 Fiber-Pigtailed LD Experiments—VNA Measurements

The limits of the rf transmission measurements described in the previous section can be summarized with two observations: first, the attenuator was designed to operate at 3 GHz, not 500 MHz, and, second, the reflected power from the Si:CPW-PCS has yet to be accurately measured as a function of LD power. Using a VNA [101] loaned to us by Anritsu/Wiltron, Inc., we have characterized the performance of the optoelectronic attenuator. These measurements show, once and for all, that the correct attenuation mechanism to describe the optoelectronic attenuator is absorptive (i.e., the optically induced solid-state plasma attenuates the propagating microwave signal).

Figures 44 and 45 show the VNA data taken with the experimental setup of the last section (fig. 41) where the rf source and oscilloscope have been replaced with ports 1 and 2 of the VNA, respectively. The
10× microscope objective was again used to form a 10-µm laser spot on a single gap of the Si:CPW-PCS, as described in section 5.3. The fiber-pigtailing LD was again used as the optical source, only this time it was operated in cw mode to permit VNA measurements to be made. The first measurements showed, for identical LD peak powers, that the measured pulsed rf voltage and cw microwave values of $S_{21}$, both measured at 500 MHz, were identical. In addition, a spectrum analyzer was used to measure the level of attenuation, with the result also in agreement with the pulsed and cw $S_{21}$ values. For comparison, a plot of the measured attenuation versus incident LD power, at 500 MHz and measured with the VNA, is shown in figure 46. Again, the LD spot was expanded by the cylindrical lens, and the observed attenuation increased as before.

Note that the measured attenuation of figure 44 is greater in the microwave frequency range ($f > 1$ GHz) than it was in the vhf range (500 MHz). Indeed, 20.1 dB of attenuation was measured at the design frequency of 3 GHz with the 10× microscope objective. More importantly, the measured reflected power, $|S_{11}|$, actually improves (becomes more negative) as the LD power is increased, as

Figure 44. VNA optoelectronic attenuator data with fiber-pigtailed LD (cw mode). $A_{\text{spot}} = 10$ µm $\times$ 10 µm, LD power as indicated. Note: $S_{21}$ comparable to pulsed oscilloscope data. Maximum $|S_{21}| = 21.1$ dB at 3 GHz.

Figure 45. VNA optoelectronic attenuator data with fiber-pigtailed LD (cw mode). Measure of reflected power is $S_{11}$. Note: $|S_{11}| = 10.4$ dB at 1 GHz (dark value) and improves with increasing optical intensity. Spot size same as figure 40.
can be seen in figure 45. This tells us that the attenuation scheme is, in fact, absorptive, since an increase in the reflected power is not observed as the level of attenuation was increased.

As the beam was spread by the same cylindrical lens as before, two effects were observed. First, the attenuation, as with the rf voltage measurements made with the same laser in the pulsed mode, increased as the beam was expanded (see figs. 47 and 48). The second effect is that the attenuation becomes narrowband (i.e., peaks at a particular frequency), which is the expected result for an attenuation that is based on a plasma absorption mechanism [104,105]. This result occurs because the attenuation is maximum at the microwave frequency that is equal to the plasma frequency, \( \omega_p \). Thus, we have a direct measure of \( \omega_p \) from our data. Since the peak in the absorption moves to lower frequencies as the LD power is increased (and hence the plasma density is increased), we can control the absorption level and maintain either a wideband attenuation characteristic or create a more narrowband response. It should be noted that a shift in the

Figure 46. VNA measured attenuation at 500 MHz versus incident LD power with fiber-pigtailed LD. Note: \( |S_{21}| = 10 \text{ dB for } 10 \mu \text{m} \times 10 \mu \text{m} \) laser spot, and increases to 22 dB when spot is expanded to \( 10 \mu \text{m} \times 3.5 \text{ mm} \). Note data are similar to figure 41 and show that cw LD VNA measurement approximately equals pulsed LD rf voltage measurement.

Figure 47. VNA optoelectronic attenuator data with fiber-pigtailed LD (cw mode). \( A_{\text{spot}} = 10 \mu \text{m} \times 2.5 \text{ mm} \), LD power as indicated. Note: \( S_{21} \) has increased versus \( 10 \times 10 \mu \text{m} \) spot. Maximum \( |S_{21}| = 28.9 \text{ dB at } 1 \text{ GHz} \).
absorption peak with plasma density is also expected [104,105] and is therefore not surprising.

In order to measure the maximum attenuation that could be achieved with the 10 μm × 3.5 mm spot of figure 48, we increased the laser power to 143 mW and a peak attenuation of 45.6 dB was measured at 1.7 GHz (see fig. 49). These data show that we have truly demonstrated a very useful microwave control scheme during this research, especially since the attenuation is absorptive, so that matching schemes for limiting the deleterious effect of power reflections back to the source can be avoided.

What remains at this point is to rigorously model the VNA experimental results so that we can achieve a clear understanding of how the optoelectronic attenuator works. To date, only qualitative agreement with theory has been achieved (for example, see fig. 6); a more complete theoretical development is clearly required if the optoelectronic attenuator is to be improved and/or inserted into a microwave system.

Figure 48. VNA optoelectronic attenuator data with fiber-pigtailed LD (cw mode). \( A_{\text{spot}} = 10 \ \text{μm} \times 3.5 \ \text{mm}, \) LD power as indicated. Note: \( |S_{21}| \) has increased further. Maximum \( |S_{21}| = 29.4 \ \text{dB} \) at 1 GHz.

Figure 49. VNA optoelectronic attenuator data with fiber-pigtailed LD (cw mode). \( A_{\text{spot}} = 10 \ \text{μm} \times 3.5 \ \text{mm}, \) LD power = 143 mW. Maximum \( |S_{21}| = 45.5 \ \text{dB} \) at 1.7 GHz.
5.5 Summary

An optoelectronic technique suitable for the control of microwave integrated circuits has been demonstrated. Using a coplanar waveguide-photoconductive switch fabricated on silicon (Si:CPW-PCS), we have been able to vary the attenuation of microwave signals by up to 45 dB for a laser power of less than 150 mW. An observed saturation of the microwave attenuation, as a function of laser intensity, was observed. Proper LD beam profile matching, using optical beam expansion techniques, was successfully used to optimize the attenuator performance. In addition, a 300-μm-stripe broad-area laser diode, fabricated in our laboratory and discussed by Saddow [91], was also used to successfully activate the attenuator; up to 10 dB of rf attenuation at 500 MHz was achieved.

Silicon was found to be the most suitable material for the optoelectronic attenuator because of its long PC carrier lifetime [49], which permits a PC gain [83] to be realized in this material, as described in section 4. For an all-GaAs-based optoelectronic attenuator, data in the literature [84,85] indicate that similar performance to the Si:CPW-PCS can be achieved with the GaAs:CPW-PCS by superlattice techniques.
6. Summary and Conclusions

During the course of this research project, most of the objectives were met. Attenuation levels exceeding 45 dB were achieved using less than 145 mW of power from a commercially available LD [102]; hence, an all-semiconductor optoelectronic attenuator that requires modest laser power levels has been successfully demonstrated. In section 1, two attenuation schemes are presented, along with estimates of their anticipated performance. High-speed PC switches, fabricated on both GaAs and Si, have been developed using a CPW contact geometry; suitable microwave performance has been achieved with these devices. The development of these high-speed CPW-PCSs is described in section 4, along with the relevant physics of such high-speed devices.

If the optoelectronic attenuator is to be realized, a suitable laser source must be developed; this laser must be a semiconductor device (i.e., laser diode) and must be triggerable in less than a nanosecond with picosecond timing jitter. This is a rather stringent design requirement, especially in light of the fact that considerable optical power is normally required for PC switching applications [94]. Consequently, in-depth research was performed to ensure that a suitable LD was available to meet the optoelectronic attenuator design requirements; Saddow [91] discusses the progress made in this area. In particular, we have achieved the highest reported broad-area LD output powers using an optical Q-switching scheme, where the LD output was increased to greater than 6 W from approximately 1 W, and the pulsewidth reduced from 100 ns to 60 ps. We have also used the optical Q-switching technique to better understand the LD dynamics so that further improvements can be made. Using a two-section broad-area LD, we demonstrated that such a device can be turned on in less than 500 ps; thus, subnanosecond operation of an optoelectronic attenuator seems feasible. Finally, the light output of a broad-area LD has been increased by greater than 37 percent using microwave matching techniques. Details of the LD development are given in section 3.

Since AlGaAs/GaAs LDs are to be used as the laser source, a detailed investigation of the interaction between a GaAs:CPW-PCS and the LD was performed [106]; a titanium sapphire (Ti:sapphire) laser was used to measure the PC switch performance as a function of laser photon energy. In order to improve the optoelectronic attenuator performance, the GaAs:CPW-PCS performance was simultaneously measured as a function of switch temperature and applied electric field. Our results show that an improvement of a factor of
three in the on-state resistance (and, conversely, conductance) can be achieved, for a fixed photon energy, by tuning the CPW-PCS temperature over a 20°C range. Comparable LD temperature tuning would cut this improvement factor in half. Details of this investigation are described in section 3.

Since the GaAs:CPW-PCS performance appeared to be poor due to the material’s short (5 ns) PC carrier lifetime, the Si:CPW-PCS was used to set up the hybrid optoelectronic attenuator (the Si:CPW-PCS PC carrier lifetime was ≈1 μs). Optoelectronic attenuator experiments were performed in several ways; with pulsed optical illumination (measured on a 1 GHz bandwidth analog oscilloscope) to attenuate a 500-MHz rf waveform [97], and with cw illumination to attenuate cw waveforms from a VNA [102]. These experiments permitted us to finally assess the relevance of the two attenuation schemes presented in section 2; thus, the exact nature of the attenuation mechanism for such a device has been determined. These results are presented in section 5 where we see that the attenuator not only provides greater than 45 dB of microwave attenuation, but that this can be accomplished with less than 145 mW of optical power by properly matching the laser beam profile to the Si:CPW-PCS.

Although silicon is not the usual material of choice for MMICs due to lower carrier mobility and lack of semi-insulating behavior, considerable research and development has been conducted to develop silicon MMICs [107], especially at frequencies below X-band (~10 GHz). In addition, superlattice structures can be employed in GaAs to increase the carrier lifetime into the microsecond regime [84]. Therefore, demonstration of a silicon-based optoelectronic attenuator is valid for MMIC applications; it can be directly used in silicon MMICs, and superlattices can be used to achieve similar performance in an all GaAs-based optoelectronic attenuators using a GaAs:CPW-PCS and AlGaAs/GaAs LD.
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